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Guesstimates Unlimited, The Draft Code
in lmagined Operation

Paur S. DuNt<tN, Professor
Graduate School of Library Seruice

Rutgers iniuersity
New Brunswi,ch, N. l.

CCTF YOIIR LIBRARY were to adopt the draft code as it stands, what
I would be the cost?" In this issue of LRTS some catalogers try to

answer this question. We hope to publish more in future issues as papers
and space become available.

"If your library were to adopt the draft code as it stands, what would
be the cost?" The simplicity of this question is only seeming. It is really a
very difficult question for at least three reasons:

r. Prejudice. I happen to believe that the draft code is clear, logical,
and practical. That is my prejudic€. Some of my friends happen to believe
that the draft code is (to say the least) something short of perfection. That
is their prejudice. Yet we should each be unfair to ourselves and to the
draft code if we did not allow these prejudices to afiect what we think
would be the effect of the code in operation. For "prejudice" is not en-
tirely a dirty word. Part of prejudice is emotion; this makes it blind and
ugly. But part of prejudice is experience; this makes it valuab,le. Of course,
the value of prejudice gained by experience in Library X depends entirely
on how much the conditions in Library X resemble conditions in many
other lib'raries. "Prejudice" is a dirty word only when we call it "ob-
jectivity."

z. "Adopt." What do we mean by the word? When Bernice Field was
preparing her interesting study of serials cataloging for the Stanford
Institute, she discovered a rather wide range of practice in various lib,raries.
Yet it seems likely that each of these libraries would have said that it had
"adopted" the Red Book for author and title enry. What is a code? Is it a
strait jacket? Or it is simply a statement of what its authors consider, after
much thought, the ideal answers to a series of problems? Will all libraries
ever adopt any code in every detail?

3. Cost. Cost depends on attitude and method. Where the draft code
difters and we decide to follow it, should we change all old entries as well
as the new? (There is something of the "perfectionist cataloger" in each of
us; we itch for complete consistency for all time.) Or can we simply have
"see references" from the old form of entry to the new? Should we begin
a new catalog with the new code-perhaps print the old catalog and put
the volumes on the shelves? Or should we try something akin to what Mr.
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Ranganathan calls "osmosis"-apply the new code to new materials and

to th"e old only when necessary? Obviously thie way we apply the new code

would seriously affect the cost of change. Cost depends, of course, on

what the library administrator will let us do; it depends even more on

what we ask ]airn to let us do.
We are glad. these people took time to write about the question; it

must have been most frustriting even to try an ans.wer. At this stage of the
game the most anyone can hope to come up with is an educated guess.

Their comments are based on the latest published version of the draft

cod.e: Cod.e of Cataloging Rules: Author and Title Entry, an Unfinished
Draft Qg6o), hereaftei referred to simply as CCR' This draft version may

be securld from ALA; for the benefit of readers who may not have the

pamphlet, there are below a few remarks about what seem to be some of
its major provisions.

CCR approaches works in terms of authorship, and the .rules 
are

arranged inlour main groups relating to (r) Personal Authors, (z) Corpo-

rate Authors, (3) Goveinmental Authors, and (4) Works of l;nknown,

complex, or changing Authorship. Each rule is preceded by its number

in CbR. I have lisied only the roughest of outlines of each rule, giving

for each only what seems to be the main point. To do any rule full justice

one should read its full statement in CCR.
several things I have not d.one: ccR provicles liberally for cross ref-

erences and.for aaaea entries for rejected entries; none of these is noted

below. In a number of cases I have not tried to give every main provision

of a rule; I have given only what seemed to have some possible Pertinence
for the present pioblem. Finally, in no case have I tried to offer the philo-

sophicai or logiial basis on which Mr. Lubetzky and/or I think a particu-

lai rule rests. (This has been done elsewhere many times.)
It follows that this list is in no sense a substitute for CCR. It follows

also that if there is anywhere a misinterpretation of a rule, I alone am

responsible.

A. Personal Authors.

Broadly speaking, most entries prepared {or personal-autho'rs under

CCR could fit in with entries already in any library which has been fol-

lowing "no conflict." Perhaps a major excePtion is in the matterof Stand-

ard T*itle (CCR 7 and 8). Many libraries already use a standard title for

voluminous authors by "corner marking"; the chief problem, perhaps'
might arise with smaller libraries which might not need or_want the

bricketed standard titles on LC cards-assuming that LC might print

them in.

r. Entry of the work of a Person is under the name of the Person as

author.
z. A work prepared by one person for another is entered under the

avowed author unless, of course, the attribution is erroneous.

3. A work of joint authorship is entered under the principal author.

4. An anthology or collection of the works of various authors is en-
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tered under the compiler if named on the title-page, or under the title. rf
there is no collective title, entry is under the iuthor of the work listed
first on the tit le-page

5. A work issued in successive editions with difierent authors or com-
pilers-e.g., tine Guidc to Reference Boohs, currently by Winchell-is
entered under tit le.

6. A work of uncertain authorship generally attrib,uted to a particular
person is entered under that person; but such a work attributed to difier-
ent persons is entered under title. (N.B. The Red Book's form division
"Spurious and doubtful works" is eliminated.)

7. Editions of a work with varying titles are brought rogerher by use
of a standard title within brackets-e.g.

Adams, James Truslow.

,The march of democracy,
History of the United Srates . .
First issued with title: The march of democracy.

8. Translations are brought togerher by a stanclarcl title followed by
the language of the translation-eg.

Mann, Thomas.

,Zauberberg. English,
The magic mountain, translated by . . .

But in a library where foreign works are generally represented in transla-
tion only, the original title ii preferably omitted. 

-

g. Revised works are entered under the name of the original author
excePt that a revision issued under the name of the revise*r is entered
under the reviser's name.

ro. A work rewritten in another style or reconstructed in another
literary fo_rm (adaptation, paraphrase, dramatization, etc.) is entered un-
der the adapter.

. rt. A-sepa_rately published supplement to the work of another person
is entered under the author of tlie supplement. If the author of the sup-
plement and the original work are the iame, entry is with the other woik
or separate depending on whether the supplement's title is individual.

rs. A concordance or index to a work or the works of an author is
entered under the compiler; an index to the text of a particular publica-
tion is treated as a supplement.

^ tg. A-person is generally represented under one particular name, the
form o'f *re name by which he ii commonly identified i.r hir works. struc-
ture of the entry follows custom prevailing in the language of the bearer
of the name.

r4. Entry is under surname, followed by forenames with forenames
represented by initials spelled our when tte..rruty to distinguish the per-
son from another person with the same name. similarly, dites ancl titles
are added when readily available or when needed to set apart one person
from another with rhe same name. Broadly speaking, cohpound names
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-is entered under that name.
r7. A marTied woman is generally entered under her husband's sur-

name followed by her maiden name, but if she is identified by some other

form of her name-e.g., Edna St. Vincent Millay or Mrs' Humphrey

Ward-entry is constructed from that form.
r8. A person custornarily identified try forename and title or epithet

is entered under forename followed by epithet or title. A modern saint,

however, more commonly identified. by iurname or title of nobility, is

entered under that name.
rg. Names in non-Latin alphabets are transliterated or romanized in

the system adopted for the catalog.
20. Not yet drafted.

B. Corporate Entry.

Broadly speaking many corporate entlies constructed according to

CCR could b-e interfiled with Red Book entries. There are, perhaps, two

with the appropriate CCR entries by cross references.

b) With each change of name in a corporate body there- is a new

entry as though it were a new corporate body (CCR ,9], 1i{ by history

cards. This. oT .orrrr., would not need to be done for Red Book entries

now in the file.
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lisher withour the name of author or compiler and not represented as
anonymous works.

23. The work of a division of a corporate bod.y is entered under the
name of the division-e.g., Speciar Libiaries Assoiiarion. southerrr cali-
fornia Chapter.

24. \Vork of a conference, symposium, or expedition, etc., is entered
under the name of the gtorp-e.g., Babylonian Expedition_but if the
group lacks a distinctive na-e, entry is under the iponsoring corporate
body.

25. The work of an urrnamed Soup is entered as an anonymous work.
26. The work of an ind.ividua-i issued by a corporate body is enrered

under the name of the individuar except 1i; wnen the work is prepared
for, and issued in the name oJ, rhe .o.ptrat. Uoay, (z) when it r.p.esenrs
an administrative or other officiar com'municution oi th".orporuie body,
and (3) when the work represents an official'statemenr on uetratr of the
corporate body.

., ,r7. 
A corporate.body is entered under the name by which it is identi-

ned rn rts works with such additions as are needed to set it apart from
other corporate bodies with the same name--€.g., carnegie Libiary, pitts-
burgh.

z8- If the name regularly used by a corporate body includes or consists
of initials or other abbreviations, rhar form is used for entry-e.g., Asrib.

zg. If the name of a corporate body appears in its woiks in variant
forms with no one form preiominating, the officiar form of the name is
generally used for entry. If the name .Luttgeu, the several names are suc-
cessively used.

go' If the corporate name app€ars in the body's work in several lan-
guages, the official form is preferrid.

3r. If the name of a buiiness firm consists solery'of a personar name, it
is ente_red like a personal name followed. by the q""iin.uti'orr_*.g., Ror,.r,-
berg, Leona (Firm).

32..A corporate body whose real name is unknown_e.g., Sanhedrin_
or which is commonly identified by a conventional nafie_e.g., Bene_
dictines-is entered un-dgr this name, preferably in English. 

o

n'_@) An affiliated bodl or su-boidinate part of a corporate body is
entered under its own name if (r) the name does not imply'subordination
and (z) the name is adequate without the name of the other body. (b) Any
other subdivision is entered as a subdivision of the main body- (q A sub.
division of a subdivision may be entered, directly under tn. *uir'uoay ir
it meets qualifications (r) and (z) risted aborre under (a). Exampies of these
provisions are as follows:

_a) Association of College and Research Libraries.
b) American Library Association. Resources and rechnical services

D'ivision.
c) Tennessee valley 

_Authority. Technical Library. (nof Tennessee
Valley Authority. Inf ormation Division. Techniial LiUrary.l

34-4o. Not yer drafted.
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C. Gouernment Publications.

Broadly speaking, CCR entries for government publica^tions could be

interfiled *ittr nea gook entries with one excePtion, the Standard Title

(CCR 4z). Red Book form subheadings provided in rules such as ALA 84'

S5, 47, t"a 88 (e.g., "Laws, statutes, et..t' ot "Treaties")-are replaced by

standard titles within brackets-e.g.,

Germany.

lConstitution. rgrgl
bie Verfassung des Deutschen Reichs vorn rr' August r9r9' ' '  '

Red Book entries could be changed to meet this standard, or there could

be some sort of compromise ,t.fr u, is suggested above for "Institutions"

under B. Corporate Entry.

4r. Government publieations are to be treated in the same way as

corporate body publications excep't for the rules listed below'

iz. The constitution, laws, tieaties, and other acts and communica-

tion-s of a government of a national or local jurisdiction are entered under

the name of the jurisdictron.

43. The conititution, laws, treaties, etc., of a jurisdiction subject to

urroit., jurisdiction are entered under the jurisdiction concerned even if

passed for it by the governing jurisdiction-e.g., tJre Charter of Annapolis

is entered under Annapolis.

44. A work for which a government department or agency is responsi-

ble is entered under the name of the office or agency-e.g., "U. S. Presi-

dent." is the entry for a President's executive order.

45. The work of a government official is entered under the name of

the government or ugency involved if (a) it is presented officially in the

nami of the governdent or agency; (z) it is an administrative report of

the work of tie governmental unit involved; or (3) it is a routine publica-

tion which may successively be prepared or continued by different repre-

sentatives of the governmental unit.

46. A country] state, or province generally known by a conventional

name is entered by that name, preferably in English. A county, city, or

other local jurisdiction is entered under the vernacular name. In all cases

qualifications are added if necessary-e.g., Mexico (city), charlotte

County, N.B.; La Rochelle, France.

47. A governmenral unit which exercises "legislative, administrative,

or luaiciat authority" is entered as a subdivision of the jurisdiction to

which it belongs-e.g., Virginia. General Assembly. But a governmental

unit "establish"ed to"serve educational, cultural, scientific, commercial,

religious, welfare and other nonregulatory and nonadministrative func-

tion"s"-e.g., a college, library, or museum-is entered directly under its

,ru-" 
"*.6pt 

when the name implies subordination or is not complete

without the name of the jurisdiction. An office or agency administratively

subordinate to a department of government is entered under its name as

a direct subdivision if the name does not imply subordination to the de-

Partment-e.9.,
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U. S. Bureau of Mines.
not

U. S. Dept. of Commerce. Bureau of Mines.

g8 Entry of the'work of a government official is the name of the office
he fills-e.g.

U. S. Dept. of State.
not

U. S. Secretary of State.
49-6o. Not yet drafred.

D. Worhs of Unhnown, Complex, or Changing Au,thorship.

. A]Lrough this is a new caregory, it is possible that the only prob,lem in
interfrling ccR entries with Recl book &tries wourd occur in connection
with the rule for anonymous "non classic" (ccR 6z) works and sorne of
the alternatives ofiered with ,.live" serials iCUR 7z). 

'

6r. A work of unknown authorship is entered under title.
62. A modern anonyrnous work, issued under different titles is gen-

erally entered under the title of the original edition unless ir is better
|""yo by a later title.,An early aro.ry#.ous work is generaily enrered
"under the_ title by which it^is traditionally referred roi ;he title by which
it is most frequently iclentified in b,ibliogiaphicar sources, the title most
frequently used by the edirors of the *oit , b. the distinctive parr of the
title common to mosr editions-in this order of preference-ii the origi-
1a] 

lalsyase." A translation of an anonyrnous work is enrered under the
title^ of the original work followed by the language of the translation.

.6c 1 cycle of anonymous stories centeririg aiound the name of some
t:]l 

"l 
imaginary person, object, or event is treated the same as an indi-

vldual anonymous work in choice of title-e.g., the entry for "The rare
romance of Reynard the Fox, the crafty couitier . . ." i, ,.Reynard the
Fox."

64-68. Not yet drafted.
69. A work of complex or changing authorship (orher rhan a serial)

and titles is treated the same as an anonymous work.
7o. Not yet drafted.

,7,:. 
"! newspaper, periodical, annual, monographic series, or other

publication which conrinues indefinitery and ma| be prepared by differ-
ent compilers or editors, is entered under title. . . ." n"i aierial reporting
the transactions of a corporate_ body or giving a periodic r.p* of the
work of the trody is enrered under the narie of ihe bodv.

7z' A serial no longer published is entered under'its last title unless
that title had a short duration. A continuing serial may be entered under
(rl$rst title, (z) latest title, or (3) successive tides.
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Comparison of Results of Use of CCR
Draft Code versus Present ALA Rules.

Wvr,rrs E. Wnrcnr, Libratian
Williams College LibrarY

W illiamstown, Massachusetts

catalog), or were different.
Tti. .oop..ating libraries were aske<l to check for each choice of main

entry and. ftr the iorm of the entry in main entries and added entries'

Where the same rule covered both ilroice and form of main entry (as with

results.

cent) major difierences.

The results in the application of the individual rules follow:

Rule r. Personal authorship. Same, 723; minor change, re; difierent, 3r
Rule g. Avowed authorship. Only 3 cases, the same.
Rule 3. Joint authorship. Same, r3r; minor change, 6; difierent,-e7
Rule l. Lnthologies & Collections. Same, 8z; minor change, 7; different, 9
Rule 5. Changing authorship. Same, rz; difierent, 4
Rule 6. Unceitain or doubtful authorship. Sam", r; rninor, z; different' r

* A report prepared for ARL discussion.
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Rule rg. Concordances & indexes. Same, r; different, r
Rule r3. Personal name-entry. Same, r17; minor, r3; different, zg (of which rg
_ -were reported in one library.)
Rule r4. Surnames, forenames. & dates.

Rule 27. Name of corporate- body. Same, 2qb; minor, 6g; different, rge. (This
is undoubtedly the rule which will .uor" tir" greatest amount of changes in

f the large number of entries affected by

8; difierent, 5
ifierent, r r
lme, 25; minor, 8; different, 5
rame. Same, z; minor, 3; difierent, g
; different, rr
. Same, 56; minor, g; different,66. (Here
rsists of the name of the main body plus
rnd that the checking was done on-the
, has in my opinion cbntribured heavily
rs.)
ne, 5; minor, r; difierent, r
Same, ro; minor, 3; difierent, rg. (This

/s.)
Lrr'e, b4; difierent, r r
; different, 6
r; minor, r; difterent, r3
rc, rg7:. minor, s; difierent, 55
crocured
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Rule 6r. Unknown authorshiP. Same, r3; different, r

Rule 62. Title entry (Classics-& rnodern) Same,9; minor, z; different' r

Rule 63. Cycles, etc. Same, r; different, 3
Rule 6!. Complex or changing authorshiP. Same, r; different' r

Rule 7r. Serials. Same, rr7; minor, 4; different, zr

Rule 72. Changed titles. Same, rg; difierent' 3

Comments

cannot tell; but hope to experiment in this area later"'
..The Catalogeri e*presied_ unanimous opinion that the new rules were more

explicit, -ora ,.."u*.tuble, and easier to use. The major objections were to Rules

7i,7c urrd 8. On the other hand, they were pleased to have one rule to cover

the CCR rules was an important factor in this"'
"One comment that occrrrred to me while working on these was that the new

rules are helpful in eliminating the difference in tfeatment of collections and

composite works."
.t -.rrr say that i have quite mixed emotions about the Draft code at pfesent.

future will be longer than the past. Few of the card catalogs of today are more

than 5o years old."
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ls Harvard Bound

A s s, c i a t e t, u, *, fi'ii X;r#EIl)i
Haruard College Library

Cambridge, Masi.

nURING 
THE PERIoD of theorerical study and revision of the rules

l: .i: 
cata-tog enrry, catalogers were urged to posrpone until a lateraay. lne pragmatic, down-to-earth economic urpe.6 0f imprementation

while we concentrated on the attainment of a code that was the best that
w the "honeymoon', is over; we must
: will have to face if we approve and.
r. in the latest draft of March 196o.
:ult in the very large lib,rary whose
but has grown to a tremendous size.'n il :HT:fi#ffi;"f lf: ;?:;
, be made whether old and new forms

of a-heading would be allowed to "coexisr," or whether p."r.ni headings
would be changed to the new form. If a new catarog is'favored, wilr it

ew tirles only, or (3) all new catalog_
ity, the Library faces the decision Jf
log, or leaving it in its present form.l
rith these same decisions, which will
cumstances. Three important factors

p_ri nted card servi ce, the Union c",",d :il:#l;:y;i r?:lff ;#; #;u,nion catalog. Because of the extenri'rr. ,r* that is made of LC cards, alllibraries, Iarge and small, are anxious to know whether the Library ofCongress rlrill- applove rhe new rrles for use in its catalogs.
What is the thinking at Harvard. at the present time"in regard to the

:.-.:lri:.^.^:11 
hf1*"ntation of the revised rules? Before an"attempr ismaoe to consrder ftris q,uestion, there shourd be a general uncr.erstanding

of certain local facrors that have a bearing on the pioblem.
Besides being the larsest universit.

University Library is alio one o[ the
web-like system is a generally decentr
College Library at the center and a
v.arious departments, institutions, anr
litrraries, like their parenr bodies,
autonomy, but by diverse means they
that is characteriied as ..coordinated 

a
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This policy is strongly reflected in the catalo-ging -of the collections'

which is not centralized-in the main library, as is done in many university

lib,raries, but for the most Part is performed by the individual libraries to

meet their particular tt".du. Floilever, each library must send-a catalog

record of e"ery book in its collection to the Union Catalog which is main-

tained. in the ient.ul litrrary and provides a major coordinating feature in

this decentralized. organization. i\tro artempt is made to dictate to these

libraries whar their cataloging policies shail be. They _f.unction 
as special

libraries, and as such they"will^tend to reflect special-library policies' In

general, they follow standlrd cataloging rules, but they -clo 
not hesitate to

f,"purt frorn a rule if it is felt that theii readers will be better served by a

difterent approach. Therefore, entries for the same heading may not be

uniforrn thrtughout the library system. Also, difierent headings may have

been selected Ior the main entry for the same work. These two factors

result in a considerable task of checking and correlating entries for the

University's Union Catalog.
In the Harvard CollegJlibrary are two huge catalogs, -each containing

five to six million cards,"and each growing aithe rate of approximately

7b,o@ cards a year. One, the above iirentioned Union Catalog,is chiefly a

niain-entry catalog only, which serves also as the Official Catalog for !h-9
College Littrary. ittto ittit catalog are filed a large percentage of the LC

deposltory cards. The second caialog is the Public Catalog, which con-

tuin, in iictionary form under auth6r, title, and subject a record of the

books in the Harvard College Library. Frequently these -two 
catalogs

reflect changes in cataloging piti.y that have tiken-place at Harvard dur-

ing the last"hundrea y.l"..l fft"r. 
"t. 

still some of the old, short' hand-

written cards that *"." in use before the standard-size card was adopted'

Many of these have been retyPed but
bibliogtaphical record, dating back t

Is it not obvious that any large-s,
justify the expense of making mu
enorrnous catalogs? Even though the
in accord with 

"present 
catal6ging policy at Harvard, there would be

thousands of entries that wouid ieq"i." some kind of change' large or

small, to make them conform to the new rules'

our chief concern is with the changes that have been introduced in the

rules in three areas: (r) the abandonment of form headings; (z) the entry

of all institutions under their name; ancl (3) the use of a standard title for

editions and translations o[ a work. These areas involve only a few rules

out of the whole code, but they represent an enolmous number of entries

in the catalog of any large research library. we hope more consideration

will be giveti to these niles during the next yeg.ol two, and that sorne

modifi.ca-tion may result. I would lfue to discuss briefly the reaction of the

Harvard Library staff to these particular rules.

Form Headings

Wha t i s tobega inedbyg i v i nguP th i s t ypeo fhead ingy | j " hhasbeen
in use over a lon[ period'una ir g".t"rally understood and liked? As Mr.
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Jolley says in his recent thoughtful anarysis, principtes of cataloguing:

Entry Ior Institutions
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of institution? r

Standard Titles

In this area also it is felt that the rule should be modified. A s.tandard

title can be a useful and desirable device in estatrlishing a systernatic ar-

rangement in an extensive file under a single author' But 
,there 

are

seve?al reasons why the Harvard Library staffls not in favor of this rule
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known (such as the American edition of an English pub.lication), an infor.

marion'card is placed in the file for this title. Some libraries use an added

times.

Other Rules in Question
TheHarvardstaf i isa lsogiv ingconsiderablethought totheru lesfor

enty for corporate bodies wnicn hive changed their name and for Italian
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will be much if any increased confusi
ru les to new headings we can cont in
changes in headings as the work can
mentioned earlier, these changes in r
mal fashion, such as LYPing the ner,r
parts of a heading, or even just shil
indicating the new form of heading
U. S. Library of Congress. We have
this rep'resents the pragmatic policy
will adopt. Beyond this we cannot go.

As the Library of Congress is doing, we have given thought to starting

a new catalog, but we arJnot in favoi of this solution. For one reason, it

would mearista.ting not one new catalog, but several. This would in-

crease operative cosis and would create confusion for readers. We have

also coniidered a printed catalog. This idea has been discussed frequently

as a solution to the problems crJated by the size of our catalogs. F{owever,

we do not feel we can embark on such a project at this time- A tremendous

editorial job would be necessary before our catalog could be printed'

Along with other libraries we are keenly-interested itt.lh" 
administra-

tive deciJions that the Library of Congress will make' I believe we are one

of few libraries that receive the depoJtory set of cards and interfile them

in our main Official Catalog. Snouta the Library of Congress decide to

approve and adopt the ne# rules' we feel that we could no longer file

tfid fC carcls ihti our catalog, since there would tle far too many con-

ni.tirrg entries. By having the LC cards in a single alphabet with Harvard

entriei we are utl. to ise them right from the start of the cataloging

process, with one searching only. Inihis .way ye get full benefit frorn the

LC cards that are in the ."utulog at the time the books are searched- We

would regret the necessity of gii'ing up this advantage and rvill give seri-

ous consideration to the problem if it arises'

The ru leshavebeen .d rawnup fo r the la rge , resea rch l i b ra ry .They
call for many, many changes. Can the large research library justify the

cost of making these chan[es? Should the Jibraries that perhaps can ob-

iain the t"."iury funds b-e allowe4 to' influence the decision? In most

privute institutions it is not possible to otrtain funds for such a project

in addition to what is needed for regular library op'erations' It is a ques-

tion of either-or. Something would have to be sacrificed'

In the Harvarcl CollegJfibrary it has always been the policy not to

engage in any project th?t would'extend over a period- of years unless

ir i"a"s absoluiely essential. This has traditionally 6een the policy in the

n especially evident in regard to Pro-

;ing-or reclassifying' First priority is

are new to the LibrarY' We feel that

Lre giving better service to those who

iources than by making costly changes

which will have little meaning to most of the readers and perhaps to

many of the stafi.
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ultimate decision rest in their hands?
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come a proper time when these costs should be taken into consideration.

First, the March 196o draft is incomplete. euite apart from not cover-
ing non-book materials, it lacks rules for orienLr ,ru-.r, religious bodies,
sacred works, and legal works (other than laws and the likef only when
rules for these categories are written will we be able to assess their efiect
on Present catalogs.

, 
Fourth-is the poliry of the extent to which changes will be made in

headings already established in-the catalog. The theoietical range of this
variable runs the entire- gamut from compLte recasting of the caialog into
the shape implied by the new rules to changing no eitablished headings
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name, one would simply relate the old and new forms by means of cross
references. Another position towards this end of the gamut might be illus-
trated by the cataloging of new Italian authors with the surname of Di
Stefano under Di Stefano (new rule) while leaving the old authors (some
still issuing new works) under Stefano (present rule).

Between the extremes there lies a range of choices as to which rule
changes wamant changes in old headings and which do not. Two general
positions within this range might be identified: r) change old headings
whenever not to do so would mean adding a hard-to-explain inconsistency
in the catalog (greater degree of change) and z) change old headings only
if a basic structural prin-iple of the catalog is involved (lesser degree of
change). More of these later.

A fifth variable is the question of whether just the cards with ofiend-
ing headings or whether ihe complete sets of cards for each offending
main entry will be changed. The work involved will be much greater if
the latter choice is made.

A sixth variable lies in the effect of the methodology of changing the
catalog cards. For example, some libraries may decide in the case of b'locks
of cards under a heading that is to be changed, simply to refile the blocks
into their new alphabetical positions behind guide cards bearing the new
heading without actually changing the headings on the cards. New cards
appearing under the new heading would be interfiled into the block. If,
and insofar as, this is done, fewer cards would have to be changed.

Finally there are two factors that are variables insofar as the problem
is viewed as one common to all libraries but are constants insofar as any
given library is concerned. The first of these (and the seventh in this list)
lies in the composition of the library's collection. This will have a direct
reflection in the characteristics of the catalog which will in turn afiect the
relative proportion of cards that lie in the areas subject to rule changes.
For example, if the collection consists very largely of works written by
personal authors, the number of catalog cards subject to consideration for
change will be very low since the draft rules for personal names will only
rarely lead to entries in conflict with those that result from the present
rules. In a law library, or one that has cataloged many government publi
cations, on the other hand, the incidence of indicated change might be
way above average. Generally speaking, the principal factor in this vari-
able is the relative proportion of entries under corporate names; the
higher the pr:oportion, the higher will be the volume of change that is
indicated.
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The eighth and last vafiabre r shall mention is the number of cararogs
rnd the extent to which entries for tde

ne catalog. This is perhaps the most

I'i""Xliil.1.',:?t"fi ,',1i:",i,flTil:Ji
In addition to the above rist of variabres, each of which affects the

i1T::: :j "i1,i,"g 
c.ardy in the catarog that will be subject ro change,

rnere ls the lurther bothersome question of what wilr be the eflectLf
changes in main entry_on the cuttiring of publications by author. Three
positions are-possible here. one .*tr"ir" wourd be to recurter all books
Dy authors the tbrm of whose name wourd be arphabetically changed
under the new rules and whose.-heading is to be changed in tire catarog
p1 Rolicr decision. This rask will doub'tless be too formidable for most
libraries to undertake. A midcile position wourd be to retain the c'ttering
already established. in each crass'and to cutrer new books by the sami
author in these classes under the old. cuttering. This will keJp together

11.,:::! 
of a given.author: in each class, though under a cuttering that

fo 
lonqel corresponds to the catalog heading. Ii is doubtful that this can

De carrred out consistently, however, unless shelflist reference$ are fired in
each class in which the author has already written t"r.fr;g riom rhe
new form of headi-ng to the old form (number) under which #orks are to
rle cuttered. The third position dodges the problem entirery by cuttering
only new books under the new formlf heading. Such new #o.(, u, fail in
the same class as earlier works wil then not bE adjacent to the ones cata-
loged earlier. Factors such as whether the stacks are of open or closed
access will afiect decisions on this problem. Also, 

"rr.r, 
,rni.. the third

option above, exceptions might be mandatory for fiction and biography.

How,.in the light of all the variables described above, can one lib,rary
communicate to ot-her libraries in any kind of meaningful way the results
9f s.uch invesrigations as it has made of the quantitatioE urpe.t'. of .hanges
in its- catalogs indicated by the new rulesi Meaningful iommunication
wou.ld seem-to depend, on the one hand, on a staiement by the corn-
municator of the status of each variable in respect to the communication
and, on the other hand, on the potentiality of tlie .o-m,rrrication's conver-
sion into the status of variablei in the ..."irr..', frame of reference. As the
communicator, in the present instance, r shall try to define the status of
each variable with reference to my communication. \Arhether the resultant
communication will be sufficiently convertible into the status of variables
in the reader's frame of reference is unknown. There is a hopeful assuml>
tion, however, that there will be some cases, at least, in which it will be
sufficiently convertible to justify the efiort involved.

r,t ,R *r ,€ tt ,B

rt must first tre emphasized. that such investigations of the prob,lem as
have been carried ou. at the Lib,rary of congrlss are exactly that-i.e.
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inuestigations. They were made for informational-purposes. andare defi-

nitely iot to be interprered as reflections of any poliry decisions that have

been reached. at the Library' No policy decisioni have been reached' The

entire problem is still under study.
In iraking the investigation being reported here the following assumF

rions were mide with t"gLa to the viriibles we have discussed above.

r) Since the draft is"incomplete, an additional 5/o-increase in all fig-

ures would provide allowance for this fact. Over and above this, however'

we made asJumptions concerning the nature of two rules not yet provided

in the draft. Ttrese were a) thai editions of the same law or set of laws

would be brought together under a suitable citation title or other stand-

ard title; u.rd i; thaithe form subheading Liturg and. ritual would be

d.opp.a'urrd iniividual liturgical works would be collocated by standard

title.'In each of these cases tu. k.t"* the line of Mr. Lubetzky's and the

Code Revision Steering Committee's thinking'
" for-, we assumed for this particular

> far as substance is concerned'
w the adopted rules in their entirety'

j#ffi:i1,,'Hl',",nift |;xtTg:
at the end of the section on rhe fourth variable. An advantage of proceed-

i"g 
"" 

this assumption would be that we could then easily see where we

*Jnta come out if we wished to adoPt a position of making changes on a

more restricted trasis.

b) We assumed that changes would be made only 9n main and sec-

orrd"iy enrries in which the h"eading to b-e changed is che primary filing

element. In other words, the cards iompleting the dictionary sets of the

.ftu"g.a main entries would not be touthed, and that we would not re-

prinicards because of the changes in rules-
t-.'ai 

W;-"*"-"a we would. itually make the changes on the affected

cardi and would not rely on guide cards for this purpose'- 

fj rn" composition'of orrlr collection, and hence our catalog' is fixed'

of course. o,thers may determine its general nature by the study of our

published catalogs'
8) The sire oi our main catalog is likewise fixed (as of any given point

ntrtatrve measurements and estimates
res shown below will be given in per-

r) of all cards in our main public dic-

changes in our existing catalog, w'

draft code that would lead to headi
would lead to. If the changes that \

liberal criteria as being srifficiently difierent as to introduce additional

hard-to-explain inconsiitencies in ihe catalog,-we sought to,arrive at a

ngrrr. to, ihe number of main entry cards uttd 
"lto 

the number of cards

oF all types that ought to be changed in order to avoid such inconsist-
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encies. The-se figures were arrived at by measuring files of cards or by esti-mating, or by a combination of both. rnasmuch as"the figures in the tabres
are in te1ls of percentages of the total number of ma"in entries and oftotal cards rn the catalog that should be changed, rule by rure, each figure

l:,:.:._t:I'll 3f,l :".V 
tdw order. rn the cuse Jf rules whire relativety verytew cards would be invorved arr have been lumped together at the end.

TABLE I
Percentages of cards i'n the Mai,n public catarog of the Library of consress thatwould Be subject to change under the N"* iiilt'ctirtri"r.q'i"Liini una* o

Main?nt.ie" totu(ocura"Draft Rule

r3b Personal names-as used, not full
form of real name

r4dz ltalian names-€ntry under prefix,
not part followine

zTa.Inst i tut ions- ent .y under name, not
clry ot tocatron

z8b Corporate names-more frequent entry
under in i t ia ls  (e.g.  Unesco)

33 Corporate namei-direct entry of
certain sub-bodies

4z Laws--elimination of form headings and
establishment of standard titles

4za Constitutions and charters _change
to standard title

4zb Treaties--change to standard t.itle
46az Jurisdictions-eliminate some

qualifying terms
4Ta.Jurisdictions-direct entry of certain bodies

r) State and Provincial educational i""tltu-tio,r"
z) other

Liturgical works-eliminate form subheading
Other rules (5, 9, ro, 26, rge, 29, 44b, Ori, ZiibD

Totals

o 2 0

o .  1 6

o .  9 r

o . o 2

o o 3

r . 9 6

o r o
o . 3 r

o . 3 r

o . 3 3
o . o 7
o o 6
o . 0 4

+ 52*

o o 6

o .05

r  . 5 0

o 0 2

o . o 2

o . 7 5

o . 0 3
o .  r 8

o  . 1 7

o . 7 4
o . 0 9
o . 0 5
o . o 2

3 . 6 7 *

,;Jjf.:t*repancy 
from the sum obtained by adding is due to the rounding off of

(Note: when LC made its,study two other needed changes in major headings wereincluded_, 3am9ly changing.the heading i;;M;;;;t to a better form and that of theSoviet Union from Rusiial tga- u...s.j.nj - us.s.n Neither 
"r,."s" 

i, .;t.ibutableto the new draft r'les. To chaige rotr,.6ria idl'another o3o/6 of the main entriesand o.og/o of the total cards)
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it would amount to about Sto,ooo cards in the official catalog, 22o,ooo

cards in the Annex Catalog, and z,
main entry catalog. In addition there
cards in special catalogs throughout t
National Union Catalog (card catak
65o,ooo or might be none, dePendin
mated to be afiected in the control fil
(Jnion Catalog. Over 5o,ooo entries '

Serial Record and many thousands a .al 
anno_Tittes.It is further estimated that almost roo,ooo changes or sPecr

rarions would be required in the shelflist and the classification schedules,

even if no books were to be recuttered. A final complication for the

Library of Congress lies in the difficult questions of the effects of rule

changes on its interrelationships with th6 rest of the American library

worli through its card service 
"ttd 

itt bibliographical publications'

Returnii! now to more general consideralions, what would be the

situation if a more restricted polic:
changes should be made in establish
answer to this is bound to be some
the criteria of making only those ch
the structure of the catalog, I woult
below as rules fo,r which thl presence of headings under both the old and

the new rules would be least tolerable.

TABLE II

percentages ol cards in the Main Publi,c catalog of the Li,brary of congress that

Would, d, Subirct to Change und.er the Nett Draf t CatalogingRules and under a

""trrrtrr, 
,"rr, t

Draft Rule
% %

Main Entries Total Cards

z7a Institutions-entry under name, not

city of location

33 Corporate names-direct entry of certain
sub-bodies

4z Laws--elimination of form headings
and establishment of standard titles

4za Constitutions and charters-change
to standard title

47a Jurisdictions-direct entry of certain bodies

r) State and Provincial educational institutions
z) other

Liturgical works-eliminate form subheading

Totals

o 9 I

o . 0 3

r  . 9 6

o r o

o .  3 3
o . o 7
o . o 6

r  . 5 0

o 0 2

o 7 5

o .()3

o . 7 4
o.  09
o . 0 5

3 .47 " 3 .  r 8

+ The discrepancy from the sum obtained by adding is due to the rounding off of

fractions.
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It will be immediately obvious that under the restricted policy of

:.h|q".h: 
total. quantity of cards to be changed is still nearly u. tu.g" u,

rt was under a liberal poli.y under which chinges resukant fiom a grear
many more rules were to be undertaken. This is because the rules involv-
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Living with the New Code'
The Free Library of Philadelphia

Mencennr C. BnowN, Chiel
Processing Diuision

Free Library of PhiladelPh[a
P h ila d e Ip hia, P ennsY luan ia

as they have been on somewhat different cataloging principles?

* All references to the draft code are to the edition of March 196o'
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while the first quesrion was in the forefront of the minds of those
librarians,studying Mr. Lubetzky's proposals, it was recognized that
sooner or later each librarain would liave to an$wer the second question
with his own institution in mincl. rn discussions of the code it has .rot
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tors believe that cataloging costs are held to a minimum when a library

clientele and book collection.
Local requirements, real or imagined, fall chiefly into three categories.

First, there is the reader's use of the catalog and tJre collection. This

would appear to be shaky ground on which to build administrative

policy, jus,t as it has been acknowledged to tre a Poor basis for code con-

it*.iiorr. However, readers' uses, or more accurately readers' periodical

citations, were the basis for a decision made a few years ago in the Free

sidered to alleviate ttre problem. Before exPecting the code to solve all the

the reference lib,rarians-' problems, we should consider alternatives, apart

from code construction, such as changes in the arrangement and location

of the catalog.
Thirdly,local requirements inevitably touch on the operations of the

catalog department itself. Here the Free Library's situation is no't unique'

Probably Che three most important facts about our Catalog Department,

so far as code considerations are concerned, are (r) we have a shortage of

ington.
Local conditions of the kind. referred to above have resulted, in re-

cent years, in changes in cataloging policy of the Free Library of Phila-

delphia. whether, in these decisions, we have been progressive or pro-

vincial is open to debate, but we must now re-examine these decisions in
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Iength elsewhere and justify the incrusion of an arternarive provision in
the code which we heaitily endorse.

. - our preference in corporate name is for the name as it appears on the
title page. This policy seims in harmony with our serial poiily and is in
agreement with the section of the draft code which ptooid.r 

'that 
a co,r-

p"..3t. lody be "represented in the catalog under thi name by which it
is identified in its works." As has been poifited out by orhers, tir" p..r"r,,
draft code provides difierent trearmenr for seriars, depending on whether
they are entered under title or under a corporate name. In the ratter

sive names of the corporate body; in
Ioged under the latest title, unless

ike the others, governs the choice of

cons is te n t wi th o u r deci s i ons .o.,."rn"'.t*"ffi ffi1T#0" lr1 it ill 
t 
ll:

tries. Personal authors are entered undler mbre than one name if t].ey
use more than one name. (Reference here is to choice of names, not form
of name. we are not, for instance, speaking of variations as to fuuness of

: pages.) The code provides for this
rks." We will be in agreement with
hat we will make no effort to deter_
principle across the board.
hese decisions in terrns of the use oftne catatog rs iairly obvious. We believe we are providing the majority of

::1,:":*:Jt:1"*^"_-^.lr 
direct approach possible ,o ,ri" ii._, tr,.y ur"

seeking in rhe catalog.Advantag"r t-- the point of view of the adminis-

:?:yi:f.,1:?::rg.P.ou.t-.nt are perhaps evident too, if we keep in
mlncr rhar the -h'ree Library's currenr annua[ book budget exceeds $ioo,-ooo and the catalog D.epartment catalogs books for trri r"tj..t depari-
ments in the central Library as wel uu i-he entire branch sys'tem. rn the
Free Library_a cataloger must catalog a book with a minimum of research
?!! 2" the basis of informat;on aulaihble at the time the booh is pub_
lished.

The last phrase is pe^rhaps rhe crux of our problem today. The cod.e
at times seems designed 

1or 
;retrospective" 

cataioging. A larg! portion of
our cataloging is done for books 

-r.vhich 
n.. noi yet publis"-hed or have

only. recently been_published. Moreover, recataloging must be held to a
minimum, so the first time a book is cataloged i, 

"?ry 
likely to be the

only time. under these circumstances phrasei such as ,.best known,, or"commonly identified" do not always^offer useful guide lines for the
cataloger.

.In a centralized processing organization_any editing of catalogs poses
serious problems. rn our case, instructions issued in w?ting to inexperi-
enced personnel with whom we have almost no personal cointact has not
given us confidence that revisions can be made iccurately. To untrained
stafi who cannot distingush berween main entry under title and a title
added entry we cannot entrust revision of entries and tracings. Because
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contemporary works would be limited to music and the type of material
presently.represented in our catalogs uncler form heaclings such as u. s.
constitution, but we would favor the inclusion of the co'nventional title
on Litrrary o'f congress catalos cards whenever such a title had been
established.

. So drastic a departure from the provisions of the code calls for explana-
t ion.  why do we favor  the use o[  ionvent ional  t i t le  only  in  the instances
named? First, the traditional title, in these cases. is usuallv more familiar
to the reader than the title of a given edition; second, the multiplicity of
of  enr ies (e.g.U.s. )  makes rhe Jupposi t ion o[  a f i l ing t i t le  a netessi ty  to
lnsure easy access to the work sought; and thircl, the original title can be
found wirh a minimum of researcfi.

why do we not favor the use of the conventional title for all other
works? The investigation required of the cataloger in order to establish
the original title-and this wbuld not infrequentiy require comparison of
various editions-would be time-consuming. N{ore imiortant, tire investi-
gation in our op,inion would not yield risults .o-rire.rrrrrute with the
cost expended.

A high percenrage of the Free Library's colrection is in Engrish. Most
requests {or contemporary publicarions cite the title of a pariicular edi-
tion, and that edition is frequently the only one rhe readei can use. Mr.
Lubetzky reminds us that, wen though the reader comes to the library
with a citation ro a parricurar pubri&tion, what he realry wanrs is the
work. In our catalog the numbei of entries under on. urrtho. will rarely
be-so great as to conceal the presence of varying editions of the same work.
When entries multiply 

-to- the point where ti..y u.. confusing, we will
then consider the use of the conventional title.

, 
we assume responsibility {or rerating various editions (as welr as works

about ano_ther work) through cross references, notes and addecl entries,
but we will not undertake to "display together." Even were we to adhere
strictly to the code in the matter of conventional title, we would nor suc-
ceed in displaying togerher all editions of a given work in the Library
because we do not analyze any material index6d in easily available refei-
ence s.ources.

. 
In committing ourselves to the policies describecl above we recognize

that we are not attempting to treat ill works in the same manner. .tsut is it
really necessary to do so? The Nibelungenlied, whether considered from
the point of view of bibliographical chiracteristics or from the point of
view of use, differs significantly from a recentry published government
documenr on jet propulsion. consistency is a viriue in devero[in g a cata-
log, 

ou1 consistency may refer to the manner in which policies ire ipplied.
It n.e,ed not.be interpreted to mean that the same poliry must be applied
to all material regardless of that materia|s bibliogiaphical characteristics
or the manner in which it is used. Consistency ii applying our policy is
the kind of consistency we shall strive for in the freeiiUru"rv.

If the above recommendarions are adoptecl, the Free Libiary of phila-
delphia will admittedly have a mong:rel catalog and, according to the
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now have.
The code itself is not yet completed and specific provisions may be

revised as a result of the international meeting on code revision to be

bibiographical method for catalog design.

r. U. S. Library of c,ongr:ess, 
"*..rnT#::ff"dng 

Division, "Proposal fot Making
changes in the catalogs to Adjust them to t].e changes in cataloging Rules Indi-

catedln the Draft of March 196o" (Unpublished typescript, November 14, t96o), p' 5'
z .  I b i d ' . ,P .7 .

Wilson Company Cataloging C[e!g!t
EowrN B. Cor-sunN

Chiel of lndexing Seruice Seruices
The H. W. Wilson CompanY

A T THE REQUEST of the Editors of Libtary Resources b Technical

/l Seruices, we are reporting upon our experience with title page form-

of nu-e cataloging during the past year. It has always been the policy of

The H. W. Witon Company to try to provide to its library subscribers the
kind of bibliographical tools which are of the greatest assis,tance to them

in their service to their patrons. Ob,viously, therefore, the cataloging rules

should be so designed as to meet the greatest needs of the greatest num-

ber as completely as possible.
In our consideration of this matter we started frorn the basic under-

standing that the vast majority of sales of catalog cards and the Staldard

Catalogs themselves are to small public libraries and school libraries. In
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library customers. over the years they have told us that the vast majority
of their readers are interested in the works written by a person under one
pseudonym but are completely indifferent to those-under another pseu-
donym or his real name. This is especially true in books for children and

adopted title page form of cataloging helped to influence us in our final
decision.
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publication. Therefore, the decision was made to continue the establish-
ing of names in Cu.mulatiue Booh Index as hitherto. Ffowever, we have
adopted for Cumulatiue Booh Index tlire no-conflict principle used with
such success for a number of years by the Library of Congress.

It should be borne in mind that in the application of these cataloging
principles we have been governed first and always by consideration of the
needs of the majority of readers. In other words, we have tried to place
ourselves in the position of the reader who has seen or heard of a book
and wishes to obtain it through the catalog of his library. It seems quite
obvious that inost readers in small public and school libraries are going
to remember the author by the name under which he is identified in his
books. For exarnple, a reader who had seen a book by John Sedges would
normally look in the catalog under that name and co'uld reasonably ex-
pect to find the book in the first place he looked. It seems manifestly un-
fair to force him to take a further step of going to the cards under Pearl
Buck before he can locate the title he wants.

In the application of any rule a certain amount of judgment must be
exercised or the rule can defeat its own Purpose. Perhaps sorne examples
of the pro:blems we have faced and the solutions we have reached would
be helpful.

On March 3 a book was published which bore on the title page the

title Here Comes Peter Cottontail together with the name and address of

called for under the title. Therefore, we followed the title page and

entered under the title for this book.

Late in March Secret Diary from Red China was published by Bobbs-

Merrill. The title page bears the information "Transcribed by S. T.

Courage. A new edition of this book has just apPeared. The title page

bears the name of the author as John F. Kennedy. For purposes of our

cataloging it seemed unnecessary to enter this work under "Kennedy,

John Fitzgerald, Pres. U. S., r9r7- ." The book was originally written

when the author was a Senator. To go back to the cards for the original

edirion and add the info,rmation that the author is now President of the

United States would seem to be unnecessary and wasteful'
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A series of volumes have appeared representing classical stories retold
by Jean Lee Latham. Included in these are Aladdin and Ali Baba. Undet
the old conventional cataloging rules these would have been cataloged
under either "Arabian nights" or under the name of the individual story.
In the belief that they will be remembered by the name of the person who
has obviously put the stories into new words, we entered under Latham
and provided title cards for those who remembered them by title.

An instance in which we have varied {rom strict adherence to title
page form of name is found in the handling of The Memoirs of General
Lord Ismay. The author is listed on the title page merely as General Lord
Ismay; but since there might be more than one person to have held this
title, we have entered in this case under his full name, Ismay, Hastings
Lionel. Another example of variation occurs with the Fairy Tales of the
BrotJrers Grimm. These frequently appear with the byline on the title
page reading "The Brothers Grimm." It is unlikely that anyone would ap-
proach the catalog for the name in this form and, therefore, all editions
which we catalog will be entered under Grimm, Jacob.

Another problem which occurs in the application of title page form
of name lies in transliteration. In this case it has seemed best to,us to
adopt one standard method of transliteration and to enter all works by
the same author in the same form rather than to use whatever translitera-
tion may appear on the title page.

We have now had nine months of experience with our catalog cards
and a year of experience with the Fiction Catalog. The results 2s rr€?s-
ured in consumer reaction are interesting. No letter of complaint has
come to us concerning the use of the name as it appears on the title page
in Fiction Catalog. It would seem reasonable to assume that if this had
been found unsatisfactory, at least one lib,rarian would have complained
to us in the space of a year. There has been more definite reaction to the
catalog cards. \Me have received many letters congratulating us for taking
this forward-looking step. Some libraries have told us how much more
useful it made Wilson cards since previously they had been cataloging
by title page form of name and had been forced to change the cards which
they purchased from us. A few complaints have also reached us, but
these seem to have been based in some cases upon misunderstandings or
failure to read the announcements which were sent to all catalog card
subscribers or the article in the September, ry6o, Wilson Library Bulle'
tin. Another group seems to object, not so much to the use of the name
itself as it appears on the title page, but to the omission of dates for the
authors. However, the practice of depending upon the card catalog as a
source of biographical information would seem to be a dubious one.

Our experience with the needs of smaller libraries and the numerous
requests we receive for guidance in cataloging and classification from un-
trained and inexperienced librarians lead us to wonder to what extent
the proposed Catalog Code revision will answer their needs. We have
no quarrel with the Code itself but believe instead that it is a notable
step forward in cataloging rules. However, there are so many problems
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which face larger libraries, parricularly of the research rype, rhat must
be covered in any code that the rules become overwhelming to the neo-
phyte. Perhapa what is needed is a simple code direcred toward the vast
number of libraries which will never have need for the more detailed
rules. Recenrly we were told that in a group of 35 to 4o librarians from
small library systems only 5 had heard that a new code was contemplated.
If they are thus uninformed concerning the existence of a code, it is
extremely doubtful if they will ever have much use of it. However, these
are the very people who need guidance in their cataloging work. Certainly
some effort should be made to provide them with a code of simple rules
which will cover the possible situations they will face, together with guid-
ance in the application of these rules which will enab,le them to organize
their collections to the best advantage of their patrons.

Experiment in the Use of The Revised
Code of Cataloguing Rules

MencenBr BecruaN
Head. Cataloguer

Uniuersity of Waterloo,
Waterloo, Ontario

t-f-tHE DECISION TO EXPERIMENT at rhe University of Waterloo
I in the use of the proposed new Code of cataloguing rules was made

in July, 196o, after a careful consideration of all of the implications and
consequences. since one of the major objections to the new code expressed
at the Montreal rnstitute was the frightening task of recataloguing which
would be necessary in the large research libraries, we felt that our Library
was in a unique position to conduct an experiment of this kind. The Uni-

the assumption that the time lost on the number of Library of Congress
cards made unacceptable by our interpretation of the new code would be
offset in time gained by the cataloguers using a logical, scientific code.
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-rhe 
cataloguing Departmenr consists of two professional librarians

and three and one-half assistants. we are responsibie for maintaining two
main catalogues in divisional reading .oo-r, one official catalogue in the
Cataloguing Department (containing main entry cards, name ind series
guthority cards, name reference cards, and temporary catalogue slips for
books on order and in process), a shelf list, a zubjeci authoiity file, and
assorted extra files for special materials collections, e.g. rare books, micro-
film, phonorecords, etc. we use Library of c,ongress classification, Library
of co.ngress subject headings, and follow the Lilrary of congress rules for
descriptive cataloguing and filing. we try to use as -utry p.Lt"d cards as
possible, and use a Print-o-Malic machine for reproducing all others.
Xerox and Multilith will be available to us for cari reprodu"ction in the
near future. since the Library's government docrrment iollection is main-
tained and classified separately and the entries are estabrished from
canadiana, we decided not to attempt to use the revised, code for govern-
ment publications at this time. Thus our experiment has been limited to
the new rules for works of personal authorship, corporate authorship
(other-than go-vernment) and complex or changing autirorship.

Before we began to put the revised code inio ictuar use, ii was neces-
sary to have everyone on the library stafi aware of the effect the cata-
loguing Depa-rtment decision would have on the work in the other depart-
ments. The circulation and reference people would, of course, be working
with the finished product; the Acquisition Department was most immedi--
ately concerned since a b'ibliographic search ls made before the book is

9t9T.d: A- meeting was arranged for the entire staff, and I explained
briefly the backgr:ound of the revised code and the basis for our decision
to use it. The rules most likely to result in change of entry from current
T,ibrary of Congress practice were discussed at lingth, wiih an explana-
tion giv-en for the reasons behind the change as welfas the resurting effect
on work. fhen it was agreed that a cataloguer should be consulted if
there were any doubt whatsoe,oer about eniy-for Library of congress

copy book order form, etc. The first
almost constant consultation about

-ember things were running quite
rg and the Acquisition departments

from the entry under the ALA .od".'Y 
in detecting a necessary difference

The majority of the rules for personal authorship enrry are quite easy

!o_,rle and follow logically the principles and objectives as ser forth by
Mr. Lubetzky. However, Rule 5-dealing with works of changing author-
ship, as predicted by several participants at rhe Montreal Inititute, does
cause quite a bit of trouble and is one of the areas where few present
Lib,rary of Congress cards can be used. Although at first glance it appears
quite straightforward, in practice it is not easy to apply, and some of the
resulting entries are not easy to accept:

English-French, French-English dictionary . . .
New improved enryclopaedia . . .
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There are other problems too. \iVe had difficulty differentiating between
this rule and Rule 9 (revisions) particularly with works in the fields of
science and technology. Some standard reference works are published by
different publishers with variations in titles, and it is then necessary to
apply Rule 69 (works of changing authorship which have title entry). We
decided to ignore Rule 5@) an exception to the title entry concept, since
the feeling at the Institute was that this wasn't consistent. Our entry here
is :

Grove's dictionary of music .

and we hope that this is what Mr. Lubetzky intends. The most difficult
problem with this rule is that it is impossible to tell when handling a
first edition of a reference work whether or not it will go into successive
editions. After several months of worrying about this, and taking consider-
able time with each new "reference" work, we decided that a more con-
crete premise had to be established. Our policy now is to enter a work of
changing authorship under title if it has appeared in more than one edi-
tion; but if there is no clear indication in the preface that a book will go
in to successive editions, we enter under compiler or editor. This is a com-
promise, but it is workable and has saved much valuable time.

In Rules 7(b) to 8, dealing with different and variant titles and trans-
lations, we are following the intent if not the letter of the rule. We have
always used filing titles for works in these categories and decided to keep
on with this practice. \Me are thus able to continue to use Library of
Congress cards; and if the new code is adopted, we will have no problem
interfiling cards catalogued in the suggested form. We did type a few
cards in this form and quite frankly feel that the present card, with filing
title added, fulfils the objectives of the code and is at the same time easier
for the catalogue user to understand.

I think the section of the code dealing with entry of person affords the
greatest pleasure to a cataloguer. We can ignore sorne of the contrived
entries previously used and happily enter under George Eliot and Mrs.
Humphrey Ward. Flowever, we question the decision to differentiate
between Will Durant and E. B. White. If the principle is to enter under
the form of name used by the author, it should apply as much in the
case of initials as a shortened fore-name. We also feel that Lord Byron as
an example should be moved from Rule r4 (person with surname and
forename) to Rule r6 (person with title) since he certainly used his title in
most of his works and is universally recognized by his title. Rule r5
(pseudonyms) is most acceptable to our faculty, who are pleased to find
Mark Twain under Mark Twain. But since most of the entries affected in
this section of the code are in the field of literature, a difficulty arises in
classification when you try to put the new entry in proper alphabetic
sequence, as is necessary in an open shelf library. This is particularly true
in the case of prolific authors who are assigned a group of numbers. We
can't give them any more than one Cutter number in their new sequence,
and this certainly makes for more difficult classification. Mark Twain is a
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good example of the resulting difficulty. He appears in the Library of
Congress literature classification as Clemens, Samuel Langhorne with
PSr3oo-r348 assigned to him. Entered under Twain, Mark, and cuttered
from T, the only number available is PS3rrr.Tg, expanded with Table
IXa. It seems a shame to waste PSr3oo-r348, but we can see no alternative.

The rules for corporate author entry, and the form of that entry, have
not created as many p'roblems as we anticipated, but there certainly have
been a few major ones. Rule z4 (work of a group) is particularly difficult.
Most of the symposia publications of the American Society of Metals, for
instance, do not have distinctive group names and are entered under the
sponsoring body. A few symposia, however, have distinctive names, and
are therefore under that name. This means that an added entry for the
sponsoring body will have to suffice to relate this work to the others in the
catalogue, and this card will file after the main entries for the ASM. Our
faculty members expect to find all the ASM symposia in one alphabet and
strongly disapprove of this new departure. To solve this difficulty we are
now interfiling added entries for personal and corporate authors with the
main entries as suggested in Alternate Rules of the Library of Congress
Ii l ing Rules. We are entering corporate bodies under the name as it
appears in the work as directed in the revised code, and from the point of
view of the students, faculty, and library clerical assistance, this is a more
logical form of entry. It is too soon to judge whether our catalogue will
become awkward with hundreds of entries under "University of. . . ."

The final section of the revised code dealing with works of unknown,
changing or complex authorship, is a great improvement over the ALA
code, and we are following it quite faithfully. Since a fair proportion of
our serial entries would have to be changed from the Library of Congress
form, we decided not to use printed cards for serials at all. They are now
catalogued and on the journal room shelves almost as soon as they can be
unpacked. Rule 69 in this section, dealing with works of changing author-
ship which have title entry needs some examples. We decided that the
Bookman's Manual, now published as Reader's Aduiser, falls in this cate-
gory, but we question treating this like an anon)'rnous work.

On the whole, our experiment has been most interesting and we have
had few moments of regret. Between August r and December r, the Cata-
loguing Department processed 5,f89 volumes, of which 9,465 were new
titles. On a yearly basis this will mean an average of 5,ooo or more new
titles catalogued by each cataloguer. We have not had time to keep an
actual count of the number of Library of Congress printed cards not ac-
ceptable, but estimate that it would be no more than ryT.. A precise
investigation in this areais intended for 196r, with new additions to the
staff expected. We are able to continue using the cards for editions, trans-
lations, etc., by using filing titles. We make the printed cards for works
by President Roosevelt (and others in this category) consistent with the
new code by lining out the qualification (pres. U. S.) no longer considered
necessary under Rule r4@). Recataloguing, as anticipated, has not pre-
sented a problem. We depend on the filer to catch inconsistencies with
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each week's filing, and we are recataloguing as we go along. The Circula-
tion Department finds that faculty and students are no more baffied by the
catalogues than norrnally, and the reference and periodical librarians feel
that since most of the changes are so sensible, the time they have spent
relearning catalogue entries has been well worth while.

From a cataloguer's point of view, the revised code has been a pleasure
to work with. An index is needed, although we have worked without one.
A rewording of some of the rules would be helpful, and we would like to
see more controversial examples used. We agree with the suggestion made
by Miss Margaret Ayrault at Montreal that some method of traininp;
cataloguers in the use of the revised code will be necessary. But these are
technical details. Although we cannot say at thi$ point that the objectives
of the library cataTogue are better achieved by the application of the
revised code, we are convinced that the constant logical relating of all
catalogue rules to NIr. Lubetzky's principles has made cataloguing at the
$ame time more scientific and more satisfying.

Catalog Code Revision for Serial Publications*
DonorsY CovrrNs

Head, Catalog Department
Wayne State Uniuersity

A LA HAS published a preliminary draft of revised rules formulated so

fl far, which is available at a price of $r.75. A reading of the whole
document, which includes a very illuminating commentary by Paul Dun-
kin of the Rutgers Graduate School of Library Service, gives a feeling of
logic and unity, even of inevitability, that is not present when we discuss
single rules out of context. The sections not yet available are to concern
special types of personal names and the cataloging of special types of
material such as maps, motion pictures, and phonorecords. The only
topic mentioned for later treatment that is of concern to serials librarians
rs newsPapefs.

Of the rules so far presented, I shall mention those for serials entered
under titles and those for corporate entry including agencies of govern-
1nsn1-rrlss covering just about half of the 84 pages of this draft. The
rules for serials entered under title now appear at the end of the com-
pleted part of the text, under the general heading "Works of Unknown,
Complex, or Changing Authorship." They are numbered Rules 7r and

72. The text of l{ule 7 r reads, without the examples:

a. A newspaper, periodical, annual, monographic series, or other publica-
tion which continues indefinitely and may successively be prepared by

* Paper presented at. the meeting of the Serials Section, ALA-RTSD' in Montreal,

June ez,  196o.
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different cnmpilers or editors, is entered under title, with an added entry
under the sponsoring or issuing body when that is not a commercial pub-
lisher . . .

In the entry of a newspaper referenccs are made not only from the
various known forms of the title, but also from the title beginning with
the name of the city served by the newspaper when not so entered . . .

A serial title beginning with a personal forename and surname is so
entered, with references from the title beginning with the surname and
from the title following the name; but a ritle beginning with forename
initials and surname is entered under the surname, with references from
the initials and from the title following the name . . .
b. A serial whose title begins with the initials or wirh the full name of a
corporate body other than a commercial publisher, or one whose title is
indistinctive, ambiguous, incomplete, or otherwise insufficient without the
name of the issuing body, is entered under the name of that body . . .
c. A serial reporting the proceedings, actions, or transactions of a corporate
body, or one serving as a periodic report of the activities and functions of
a body, is always entered under the name of that body.. .

a. A serial no longer published which has been issued under several suc-
cessive titles but with consecutive numbering of the volumes is entered
under the last title with added entries under the earlier titles, except
when the last title has had a relatively negligible duration ...
b. A continuing serial whose title has changed may be enrered (r) under
the first title with added entries under rhe later titles, (z) under rhe larest
title with added entries under the earlier titles, or (3) under the successive
titles as issued with notes to relate them . . .
c. A serial superseding or superseded by another serial is treated as a
s e p a r a t e s e r i a l . . .

This rule has undergone various metamorphoses during the discussions
of the code, and I believe fzb is the only section of the rules so far rhar
presents three alternatives wrlthout giving preference to any one. The
application of alternatives one or three does raise the problem of what
to do about recataloging when a cument serial ceases publication.

Turning to the rules for corporate entry, I shall mention first Rule
zgb which is concerned with entry for corporate bodies that have changed
their names, because in my own mind at least, this seems to bear a re-
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lationship to changes in title entries for periodicals when serial publica-
tions are entered under the responsible corporate body. Here, however,
the change is in favor of entry under successive names. By way of com-
ment, I would like to quote from Arnold Trotier's excellent paper on
corporate enffy prepared for the Code Revision Institute at McGill:

Related to the problem of variant names, but quite difierent in na-
ture and in the implications of its possible solutions, is the problem pre-
sented by successive changes in the names of corporate bodies. The ALA
rule sett les the questions in favor of entry undir the latest lorm. Some
catalogers have urged entry under the earliest name. The draft rule pre-
scribes that, if the name of a corporate body has changed, its several names
are successively used and linked by appropriate references.

The first two alternatives are supported primarily by what their ex-
ponents regard as practical considerations and because they seem to satisfy
one of the stated objectives the catalog is to serve, namely, to relate and
display together the works which a library has of a given author. The basic
rules governing personal authors who have changed their names are de.
signed to carry out this important objective. At first glance, therefore, it
would seem entirely logical to prescribe similar rules to accomplish like
results in the case of corporate bodies which have changed their names.

Ffowever, any analogy atrempted along these lines with respect to
changed names of persons and corporate bodies will prove imperfect. The
identity of a person is immutable; no matter what name or names he uses
or is known by, he remains the selfsame individual. The same cannot be
said of corporate bodies. These are always subject to various organizational
and constitutional changes which may or may not be accompanied by
changes in name. But when a significant change in name does occur, it
usually reflects a major change in function, organization or constitution
and thereby effects a change in identity. If this fact is recognized, rhe logic of
the rule which provides for entry of works under the name of the organiza-
tion at the time of their publication becomes more apparent. Moreover a
rule based on this theory is supporred by the followirlg pracrical resuks:
(r) the entries will conform with the names under which the works of the
body are normally cited, (z) the works issued by that body during each
period marked by a change in name will be kept segregated in the catalog,
and (3) the recataloging necessitated by the rule requiring entries to be
made under the latest form of name will be wholly avoided.

There has been some argument for a special rule here covering serial
publications-that is, to enter a closed entry serial with continuous
volume numbering under corporate name found on the last issues, with
added entries for earlier forms; to treat continuing serials in accordance
with whichever of the three alternatives is chosen for oeriodicals entered
under t i t le.

Space will not permit covering here all of the minor variations in
other rules for corporate entry. Although there has been general accept-
ance of the proposal to eliminate the distinction between societies and
institutions in the rules, there has been considerable unhappiness over
the proposal to discontinue the enry of bodies bearing generic names
under place or under jurisdiction, as in the case of state universities.
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Turning again to NIr. Trotier's paper, I would like to quote a statement
which he quotes from a letter from Wyllis \Arright:

The entry of institutions under their own name rather than under
place may involve some difificulties if carried through systematically. If
these difficulties are found, the endeavor should be to devise a reasonably
simple statement of the conditions under which the difficulties are found
and the method of avoiding them. The Steering Committee has considered
this problem and has not been able to arrive at such a statement. Our Pres-
ent rules are, I believe, based on such an attempt to put institutions "un-
der names when distinctive and under place when that place is a determin-
ing factor in the identification of the institution." Under this, we find that
Rank of . . . is a sufficient name but that University of . . . is not. We find
that the First National Bank of New York is not a distinctive name but
that First National City Bank of New York is. We find that in Williams-
town, where we have two banks, the Williamstown Savings Bank is distinc-
tively identified under its name but the Williamstown National Bank is
not. lJnion University is regarded as a distinctive name but College of the
Pacific is not. lve find that St. Benedict's Abbey is a sufficient name if it is
located in the United States or the British Empire but that if it is located
anywhere else in the world, it is not a self-sufficient name.

Under our present rules we find that the National Gallery in London
is not a sufiicient name and, consequently, goes under the naQe I'ondon.
On the other hand, the National Gallery of Art in Washington is not self-
sufficient but soes under the []nited States rather than under Washington.
New York Public Library is not regarded as a sufficient name . . . but in-
stead of putting it under the name of the place, i.e. New York (City), we
put it just New York. Public Library . . . From all of this, it appears that
we have not in the past been able to arrive at any understanding of what
a self-suflficient name should be. Consequently, I am willing to toss up for
discussion the general idea that any name is sufficient. If this idea is not
acceptable, then we will have to find the line along which the division
between sufficient and non-sufficient names can be drawn. Both for our
own convenience as catalogers and for those who use the catalog, that line
must be clear. Our present conglomeration of ad ftoc decisions has pro-
duced only confusion.

Mr. Trotier then continues:

It should be pointed out, that Lubetsky's conclusion that it was best
to enter corporate bodies directly under their names came only after he
had tried hard to formulate rules based on the criterion of distinctiue
name. Ife finally abandoned that approach when he learned that distinc-
tiue fades imperceptibly into indi.stinctiue so that it was not feasible to
draw a clear line between the two and that. therefore. the term distinctiue
defied definition. For these reasons, primarily, it was concluded that no
useful purpose would be served by preserving the criterion of distinctive
name in connection with the problem of direct entry under narne aersus
indirect entry under place.

The two main arguments advanced against this change are that it would
result in a concentration of entries under generic tenns, such as "Uni-

versity of" and that the public may not be aware of the exact form of
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name and would find the entry more easily under place. Laura Colvin,
in her paper on this topic prepared for the Stanford Institute studied
the problem of concentration in some cletail, and came to the conclusion

corporate names; (93) Name of affiliated or subordinate body. The changes
in most of these rules are minor, but they have been broadened in scope
and reworded so that it is hoped that they wil l be more easily understood
and simpler to apply.

-Rules 4r-48 of the draft apply specifically to entries for governmenr
publications and government agencias. Few of the proposed ihanges are
of general concern in the handling of serials. Rule 47a ieplaces ALA rure
7za, and reads as follows: "A depirtment, office, o. ig..r.y of government
created to exercise legislative, administrative, or judicial authority is en-
tered under the name of the jurisdiction to which it belongs followed by
its own name." Questions have here been raised about the difficulties of
discovering the nature of the authority exercised, particularly in the case
o{ foreign government agencies, and the problem that arises for agencies
that are partly regulatory and partly non-regulator, such as the National
Science Foundation.

Probably the most startling aspect of the draft revision is the drastic
reduction in the number of rules because of the elimination of so many
exceptions and special rules. The section on Works of Corporate Author-
ship, covering both entry to be chosen and form of name to be used, now
contains thirteen rules; present ALA rules contain sixty rules in the same
area. rn addition, we have in the draft eight rules on special aspects of
government publications and names of government agencies, compared
to twenty-six at present. It is hoped that enough examples can be included
to serve as a guide in applying the new rules to situations now covered by
specific rules. It may also be possible to list them in the index.

Code revision is designed to give us a code based on the logical ap-
plication of general principles. Insofar as this is achieved, it should 6e
easier to teach, easier to apply, and easier for the public to use. Drastic
changes in some instances will create problems, both in our catalogs and
in adjusting our own thinking to new approaches, but if we can make
some advance toward these goals, and especially toward rules that will
be internationally acceptable, the effort will have been worth while.
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Preparation for the International
Conference on the Principles of
Cataloging, Paris, 1961.

Peur- PorNonoN
Rrcueno H. Snonlrernp. Translator

DETWEEN THE TWO world wars, many attempts were made on a
l_) regional basis, to standardize cataloging rules.

The Prussian Instructions, formulated in r8gg and revised in rgo8,
were followed try all the university libraries in Prussia. Other libnaries
followed their example; and in 1935, when the Prussian Union Catalog
was transformed into a German Union Catalog, all German libraries were
obliged to adopt the Prussian Instructions. The Deutsche Bilcherei of
Leipzig also used tlrre Prussian Instructions. Akin to ttre German type of
catalog code before the last world war, were the codes of German-sp'eak-
ing Switzerland, of the Netherlands, of Poland, etc.

The othEr main type of catalog code was represented by the Catalog
Rules of rg,o8, resulting from u.t u[.e.-errt betrieen the Library Associa--
tion (British) and the American Litrrary Association, from which were
derived the codes of Italy, the Vatican, Norway, India, China, and Japan.
A{ter the International Congress of Archivists and Librarians held in
tgro at Brussels, German librarians were examining the possibility of an
international standardization on the basis of the Catalog Rules of rgo8.

The differences between the two codes appeared to be too great.
These differences pertained to corporate authors, which are not recog-
nized by the Prussian Instructions, and also the filing of anonl'rnous
titles under the first "independent" noun.

In rgzg, on the occasion of the First World Congress of Librarianship
and Bibliography at Rome, Zd. V. Tobolka made an elaborare study of
the question o{ international standardization. In rg35, at Madrid, on the
invitation of the Director of the Prussian State Library, the International
Federation of Library Associations (IFLA) following a report of M. de
Grolier, set up a subcommittee to study the standardization of cataloging
rules. Its first chairman was the future Cardinal Tisserant, and he was
succeeded by the American, K. D. Metcalf. In 1935, the Chairman of the
Subcomrnittee set forth the future program, and stressed the need of trans-
lating the principal national codes into the respective languages of the

* A translation of an article in Bulletin des Bibliothtques de France, g:467-489,
December, 196o, by Paul Poindron, Chief Librarian, Office of the Libraries of France.
Translated and abridged by Richard H. Shoemaker, Professor of Library Service,
Rutgers- the State University, New Br-unswick, N. J.
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other large nations. Andrew D. Osborn set the example by publishing, in
r938, the translation in English of the Prr.lssian Instructions. T'he pre-war
situation was summarized in lg3g by J. C. M. Hanson in his comparative
study of cataloging rules based on the Anglo-American code of rgo8. The
war supervened without a solution, and the Subcommittee did not take
up its work again until r94? at Oslo.

Meanwhile, a campaign of rules revision was developing. In the
United States Seymour Lubetzky of the Library of Congress was invited
by the ALA to make a study of the principles on which they the ALA
rules of rg4g were based. His conclusions were published in 1953 under
the title, Catalogirzg Rules and Principles, and the Division of Cataloging
and Classification of the ALA decided, in rg54, to form a code revision
commrttee.

In the United Kingdom, the Library Association, through its Catalog-
ing Rules Committee, had kept up close relations with ALA concerning
the rewriting of the Cataloging Rules of rgo8. These relations were re-
sumed after the war. The results have been published frorn time to time
(Library Association Record, b7tgb2-gby, Sept. r9,55; g8:zl{, r956; 6o:89,
March rg58). In the course of this exchange of views ALA accepted the
principle that the new code should be Anglo-American.

In Germany, revision of the Przrssian Instructioms was discussed at the
Assembly of German Librarians held at Bremen in ry54, but a committee
on cataloging had been formed as early as rg{gr by the Association of
Librarians of Rhenish-Westphalia, and its role was ultimately recognized
by the Association of German Libraries. This Committee collaborated
with some Austrian specialists and with those of the German Democratic
Republic where there had been formed, in rg5z, a committee under the
chairmanship of Joris Vorstius.

In France, the work on the Cataloging Code, started by Mme. Briet
and continued by the Committee on the Cataloging Code (formed in
rg5r) resulted, in 1955, in the French rule on entry of co,rporate authors.

In Poland, Japan, Spain, Italy, Switzerland, and the U.S.S.R., librari-
ans worked on revision or establishment of rules, and S. R. Ranganathan
formulated, in 1953, in Abgila, the principles which he was to develop in
rg55 in his Headings and Canons; Com,parati.ue Study of Fiue Catalogue
Codes. Finally, the ISO/TC 46 Committee car-ried on its work on the
s tandardization of bibliographical ref erences.

So the times were particularly propitious for international efforts, and
in September, ryb4, IFL,{, at the invitation of t}re UNESCO Interna-
tional Consultative Committee on Bibliography, set up a work group to
coordinate the principles of cataloging with F. C. Francis of the British
Museum as Chairman and had A. H. Chaplin as Executive Secretary.
After many meetings during the International Congress of Libraries and
Documentation Centers at Brussels in September rgb5, the group on cor-
porate authors and the group on entry for anonymous works published
a report in English in Libri (6:z7r-298, 1956) and in French in the
UNESCO Bulletin f or Librarians (ro: r27-rZr, May-June, r956).
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A. H. Chaplin published in the Library Quarterly (26397-947, Oct.,
tg56), a paper called: "A Universal Cataloging Code" which he had pre'
sented, at the zrst Annual Conference of the Graduate Library School
of the University of Chicago, held in June 1956, on the topic "lfoward
a Better Cataloging Code." Mr. Chaplin, after having sketched the history
of international attempts to standardize principles, and having exarnined
the possibilities which seemed to exist, invited the national associations
of librarians and the standardization organizations to cooperate through
the offices of some international organizations ab,le to make a concerted
efiort.

At the same conference Andrew D. Osborn of Harvard (now librarian
of the Fisher Library at the flniversity of Siclney) who had studied the
possibility of reconciling the Anglo-American and the German schools,
said that the German catalogers and those who followed their influence
tended to approach the Anglo-American position and expressed the hope
that the two schools might be able to find a meeting of the minds within
the work group of IFLA. (see "CataToeuing and Cataloguing Codes in
Other Countries To-day." Library Quarterly: fi:276-285, October r956).

In June ryb7, Dr. Osborn attended, at Lubeck, the Conference of
German Libraries,'as a representative of the AIA. In his reporr, pub-
lished in the ALA Bulletin of November, ryb7, he stated that "the goal of
international agreement does not go beyond the limits of practical ideal-
ism . . . but, in the highly significant matter of choice of entry, libraries,
as sharers in international contributions to information and culture, can
benefit greatly by the achievement of a large measure of agreement." While
Dr. Osborn was making his campaign for an international agreement at
Lubeck, a colleague from the Soviet bloc was speaking in the same vein
before an East German audience of library school studenls at Leipzig in
1957. Mrs. Kadankowa, Librarian of Sofia, strongly urged German li-
brarians to modify the Pru,ssian Instntctions, to accept corporate authors,
and to renounce the grammatical arrangement of entry words. In Septem-
ber rg57, at Paris, IFLA adopted a resolution to hold, as early as possib'le,
an international conference to establish the minimum needs for interna-
tional cooperation in cataloging.

At the Madrid meeting of October rz-16, rg58, IFLA, informed of a
grant of the Council on Library Resources which made possible a pre-
liminary meeting to organize such a conference, welcomed this possibility
and asked its Work Group to prepare for the preliminary meeting. It was
held at London July 19-25, rg5g, at Chaucer House, headquarters of the
Library Association, presided over by Mr. Francis, assisted by Mr. Chap-
lin and by Ludwig Sickmann, Professor at the Library School of North
Rhineland and Wesphalia at Kcjln-Lindenthal, the executive secretaries
of the Work Group. At this meeting were members of the Work Group,
as well as a number of experts and observers fom different parts of the
world.

Fifteen working papers were examined. The sessions were devoted to
a discussion of two principal themes: (a) the goals of the international
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conference on cataloging and the subjects it should discuss, and (b) the
composition and organization of the conference. The conclusio,ns were
pulrlished in the Bulletin des bibliotheques de France, in the UNESCO
Bulletin for Librarians, and. in English in Libri (9:e54-6r, rg5g).

The preparation for the Conference, planned for 196r, was assigned
to an Organizing Committee: Mr. Chaplin, Executive Secretary, Mr.
Poindron, Dr. Sickmann and Nadeida Aleksandrovna Lavrova, Chief Bib-
liographer and Scientific Secrerary to the Office of Books at Moscow. The
Organizing Committee met firsr ar Paris, Fetrruary z6-27, 196o, with Mrs.
Beliaeva, Head of the UNESCO library (the Russian delegate was not yet
named) participating. The second r.teeiing was at Montreal, also attendecl
by Wyllis E. Wright, Chairman of the AI-,q Code Revision Committee
and American representative on rhe Work Group on the Principles of Cat-
aloging of the IFLA. The third meering was in London January zJ-28,
t96r. The next meeting will be held in Moscow in the fir'sr two weeks of
July. The Committee is publishing a bulletin in English: IFLA Interna-
tional Conference on Cataloguing Principles Bulletin.

The International Conference on Cataloguing Principles will be held
at Paris, October 9-r8, 196r. It wil l meet, thanks to UNESCO, at Place
Fontenoy; but the meering could not be held without the gracious help
of the Council on Library Resources (Verner W. Clapp, President), which
is giving a subsidy of $gb,4zo to IFLA. A secretariat has been established
in London near the National Central Library, Maler place, W.C. r,
thanks to the kindness of the Librarian, S. P. L. Filon, and of D. C. Hen-
rik Jones, who has been appointed assistant to the executive Secretary.
The Organizing Committee has decided that representarion ar the Paris
Conference must be on a national basis. The International Conference
will include one official delegate from each country which has a com-
petent organization. The Committee will be respo,nsible for travel and liv-
ing expenses of that delegate. Each country, if it wishes, may send a
second delegate at the expense of its national organization. Some ob-
servers can be accommodated, but they are asked to notify the Organizing
Committee as soon as possible, since the number o{ observers will be
limited. The Organizing Committee will pay rhe expens€s for travel and
maintenance of a number of experts, particularly the writers of reports.

The national associations affiliated with IFLA, or, in their absence,
some other qualified organization in each country, have been invited to
discuss with other interested national organizations questions about this
Conference and a national delegation. Equal attention has been paid to
national libraries and governmental organizations concerned with li-
braries.

Some invitations have also been sent to other interested international
organizations-e.9., important libraries in the UN and its agencies
(ONU, FAO, UNESCO, OMS); International Organization of Standard-
ization (ISO); the International Federation of Documentarion (FID); the
International Association of Theological Librarians; the Associati6n ol
Libraries of Judaica and Hdb,raica in Europe; the International Associa-
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tion of Publishers; the International Union of Library Associations; the
Association of Antiquarian Libraries; the International Association of
Agricultural Librarians, and Documentalists (LA.A.L.D.).

In order to assure success. it was decided that this conference should
have a precise and limited goal: it should reach an agreement on the
trasic principles governing the choice and form of entry in an alphatretical
catalog of authors and anonymous titles. It was accepted at London that
the catalog should: (a) enter a publication by the name of the author or
its title just as they are given in the publication; (b) gather the entries
belonging to all the editions and translations of the same work, and all
the works of the same author. It was also agreed that the catalog should
have a main entry for each work, with secondary enries and cross-refer-
ences, if necessary.

The questions upon which an agreement must be sought concern par:
ticularly the role of the main entry, a question which has been studied
try Seymour Lubetzky in the project to revise the ALA code, and by Eva
Verona, Head of the Department of Printed Books at the Library of
the University of Zagreb. Other questions of the conference concern the
choice of the main entry, personal authors (and especially the part of the
name to use as an entry word for names of European as well as non-
European origin), co{'porate authors, title entries, and form entries.

Along with the principal questions, there have been planned studies
of the relationship of the principles of library cataloging and those of
other forms of bibliographic information, studies on the different types
of non-European names, a report on the problems of transliteration as
they afiect the entries in library catalogs, a study of the problems posed
by liturgies and other religious texts in an alphabeticai catalog, and a
study of the problems posed by publications in a series. The problerns
which mechanization of catalogs might raise should be the object of study,
for the principles on which the Conference will be called upon to pro-
nounce should facilitate mechanization.

National organizations have been invited to send to the Secretariat
examples of their codes in force and all information on their current
code revision. National organizations have also been asked to send, in
their language, definitions of technical terms used in their rules (an
example has b,een furnished by the Secretariat in the form of a list of
definitions in English) with a view to establishing an international list
for the Conference. This list will be prepared b,y Anthony Thompson,
Editor of V ocabularium bibliotlzecarii.

Some reports have also been requested from certain experts:

r. The Relation of Cataloging Principles to the Principles of Other
Forms of Bibliographical Work, by Andrew Osborn.

z. Function of the Main Entry, by Seymour Lubetzky.

3. Function of the Main Entry, by Eva Verona.

4. Function of the Main Entry; a Comparative Study of the Points of
View Presented by Lubetzky and Verona, by L. J. Jolley.
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5. Corporate Authors; r: What Works Should be Entered Under a
Corporate Author Entry, by V. A. Vasilevskaya.

6. Corporate Authors; 2: Form of Entry for Corporate Authors; 3:
Treatment of Corporate Bodies with Subordinate Offices. bv Suzanne
Honor6.

7. Multiple Authors, by Hellmut Braun.
8. Entry of Anonymous Works Under a Conventional Title or Form

Heading, by Roger Pierrot.
9. Choice of Entry for Authors with Changed Names, by Pavle Kalan.
ro. Treatment of Portuguese and Brazilian Names, by Nlarian Luisa

Nlonteiro da Cunha.
rr. Treatment of Indian Names, by Benoyendra Sengupta.
r2. Treatment of Arab Names, by Mahmud Sheniti.
r3. Cataloging Terrninology in Spanish Speaking Countries of Latin

America, by Emma Linares.
r4. Treatment of Hebrew Names and Title Entry for Hebrew Works,

by R. Edelmann.
r5. Cataloging Liturgical and Religious Texts in an Alphabetical

Catalog, by Ruth Eisenhart.
r6. Problems of Cataloging Publications in Series, by Paul S,. Dunkin.

These reports will b,e examined by the Organizing Commirtee which
may suggest modifications to their authors. The reports, translated and
multigraphed, will be distributed in the early months of 196r to the or-
ganizations that will participate in the Conference. These organizations
will have been invited to study the reports durins the months of March,
April, and May, and to present their iommentr, iohi.h wilt be examined
by the Organizing Commitree with a view to the editing of a general
report which might be put into circulation in July of r96r, in order that
the organizations might have the chance to estab,lish their positions before
the Conference.

Arrangements in different countries in preparation for the Conference,
insofar as they have been brought to the attention of the Organizing
Committee, are listed below:

Germany-The principle themes of the Conference were discussed at
the meeting of the Verein deutscher Bibliothekare, !['rdves, June 8-ro,
r96o (Dr. Sickmann attending). A report on these discussions, introducing
statements of N{. H. Braun (Hamburg) and H. Cordes (Saarbruck) will
appear in the Zeitschrift fiir Bibliothekswesen und Bibliographie (Jfug.
VII, 196o, Heft 3). A meeting of experts represenring Verein deurscher
Bibliothekare, Verein der Diplombibliothekare an wissenschaftlichen
Bibliotheken, and Deutsche Bibliothek. was held in Frankfort in Octo,
ber, 196o. Conversations \A'ere held during the Conference of the Swiss
Library Association at Sion, September ro-rr, r96o, among representatives
of the German-speaking regions (Dr. Sickmann attending).

Argentina-Miss Linares of the National Atomic Energy Cornmission
is the corespondent for a committee on the conference.
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Australia-Dr. Osborn acts as the Australian committee's Liaison Of-
ficer with the Organizing Committee.

Austria-Dr. Sickmann met with the Austrian librarians at Klagen-
furt, September zz-zg, r96o (Helene Loebenstein of the National Library
in Vienna, correspondent).

Belgium-The Belgian committee's conespondent is F. de Vrieze,
Assistant Librarian of the Royal Library of Belgium.

Brazil-Maria Luisa Monteiro de Cunha, Chief of the Central Library
of the University of Sao Paolo, is the correspondent of the Brazilian com-
mittee. The Committee, under the Chairmanship of A. L. C. Vicentini,
President of the Paulist Association of Lib,rarians, held a meeting at Rio
de Janeiro in July, 196o, on the occasion of the Conference of FID at-
tended by Mr. Chaplin and of Mr. Poindron.

Bulgaria-The correspondent of the Bulgarian co'rnmittee is Kon-
stantinka Kalaidjieva, Director of the National Library of Bulgaria. The
Committee is completely revising the cataloging code.

Canada-Hazel I. MacTaggart, Chief of the Cataloging Department
of the Public Library of Toronto, organized the Committee. The Insti-
tute on Catalog Code Revision was held in Montreal, June rz-r7, 196o,
under the Chairmanship of Wyllis E. Wright. It was organized jointly by
the Cataloging Section of the Canadian Library Association (Chairman:
Sister Francis Dolores of Mount Saint Vincent College), the Cataloging
and Classification Section of the Resources and Technical Services Divi-
sion of the American Library Association (Chairman: Richard S. Angell
of the Library of Congress), and McGill University. Thanks to a Council
on Library Resources sub,sidy, the members of the Organizing Committee
attended. The Canadian Library Association also assigned one session
of its June r8, r96o, meeting to cataloging.

Korea--The Chairman of the Korean Committee is Poongsoon Lee,
Director of the Library of the Ewa Women's University at Seoul.

Colombia-Cecilia Jimenez Saravia, Librarian of Centro Interameri-
cano de Vivienda, will represent Co'lornbian librarians.

Denmarh-The members of the Danish Advisory Committee are: Else
Fausb/ll, Oskar Hansen, Ole Flovman, R. M/lgard Ffansen, Karen Niel-
sen, and Alfred Tiedje. Torkil Olsen and Ole Koch are the correspond-
ents.

The United States of America-AlA and the Library of Congress are
working together on all questions which will be examined by the Con-
ference. Mr. Wright is the correspondent. At the Code Revision Institute
in June, 196o, in Montreal, q7 llbrarians of the United States and 68
Canadian librarians met to examine the proposed code prepared by
Seymour Lubetzky. (Translator's note: Organization of the Institute is
noted above under Canada)

The participants had received:

First, the proposed code carrying a commentary by Paul Dunkin
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(Graduate School of Library Service, Rutgers University)
Second, eleven working papers:

I. Purpose, Procedure, and Problems of Revision, by Wyllis E. Wright (Wil-
liams College Library).

IL Fundamentals of Cataloging, by Seymour Lubetzky (Library of Congress).
III. Works of Personal Authorship, by Ruth French Strout (Graduate Library

School, University of Chicago).
IV. Choice ancl Form of Personal Names, by Katherine Ball (Universiry of

Toronto Library School).
V. Entry of Works of Corporare Authorship, by Audrey Smith (Free Library

of Philadelphia).
VI. Corporate Names, by Arnold H. Trotier (tlniversity of Illinois Library).

VII. Government Publicarions, by Bella E. Shachtman (U. S. Deparrmenr of
Agriculture Library).

VIII. Works Entered Under Title, by Jennette E. Hitchcock (Stanford Univer-
sity Libraries).

IX. A Reference Librarian Looks at the Proposed Catalog Code, by David R.
Watkins (Yale University Library).

X. Experiment in the Application of the Revised Rules, by Olivia Faulkner
and C. Sumner Spalding (Library of Congress).

XI. Problems of Changing from the Old Rules to the New, by Maurice F.
Tauber (School of Library Service, Columbia University) and Robert E.
Kingery (New York Public Library).

A rdsurn6 o{ the discussion was published in the Library of Congress
Information Bullelin, rg:gr7-gr, June zo, 196o. (Translator's Note: ALA
has also published a Surnnxary of Proceedinss, r960.)

Spain-A Spanish Committee is working on the revision of the Na-
tional Cataloging Code. The correspondent is Nicol:is Ferniindez-Victorio,
Secretary of the Spanish Library Association.

Finland-The Council of Research Libraries designated Saini Laurik-
kale, of the Library of the University of Turku, to present a memoran-
dum concerning cataloging rules actually followed in Finnish research li-
braries. The correspondents in Finland are Hilkka Kauppi, Secretary of
the Finnish Library Association at Helsinki, and R. Puranen, Secretary
ot the Association of Finnish Scientific Lib,raries at rhe Library of the
University of Helsinki. The members of rhe Finnish Committee are K. E.
Henriksson, Library of the University, K. Nohrsrrom and Hilkka Kauppi.

Hungary-The Ministry of Culture has formed a cornmittee (to work
on the official Hungarian point-of-view) comprising delegates frorn the
Ervin Szab6 Association of Hungarian Libraries, the Cataloging Commit-
tee of the National Council of Libraries, the National Committee of Docu-
mentation, the Committee of Libraries and Documentation of the Hun-
garian Office of Education, and o{ the Center of Science and Methodology
of Librarianship of the National Library, Szdchdnyi. This last serves as
Secretariat for the Work Group, and the Chief of the Center, Gesa
Sebestyen, is the o cial correspondent.
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India-Shri Benoyendra Sengupta, Librarian of the National Library
in Calcutta, is in contact with the National Associations of Librarians.

tional Conference on Cataloging, r96r."
Indonesia-The Indonesian Library Association has appointed a small

committee whose members are Mrs. M. S. Pendit, Mr. Rojani, Mr. Bur-
hanuddin, and Hastini Hardjo Prakoso. J. N. B. Tairas, of the Library
School, Djakarta, is the correspondent.

Israel-The questions relating to the Conference will tre examined by
the rsraeli Library Association working with the staffs of larger libraries.
The correspondent is Nathalie Delougaz, of the National Library and
the Jewish University at Jerusalem.

Italy-Mrs. F. Ascarelli, of the University Library of Alessandrina at
Rome, is the corespondent of the Italian committee.

Jamaica-K. E. Ingram, Deputy Librarian of the Library of the Uni-
versity College of the West Indies, is the correspondent of the Jamaican
commrttee.

Japan-The Japanese Library Associarion has appointed Shinkichi
Sekino, Chairman of the Association's Committee on Cataloging, as the
correspondent.

New Zealand-The correspondent of the New Z,ealand committee is
A. G. Bagnall, Narional Library Center, National Lib,rary Service, Well-
ington.

Norway-The Association of Librarians of Pub,lic Libraries of Nor-
way and the Library Association of Norwegian Research Libraries formecl
a joint committee. The correspondent is Birgit Foss, Deichmanska Li-
brary,'Oslo.

Pahistan-M. Fazal Elahi, Secretary of the Pakistan Library Associa-
tion, is acting as the correspondent. S. Vilayet Hussain, Assistant Director
of Libraries at the National Lib,rary Liaquar at Karachi, is Chairman of
a Subcommittee to study the cataloging problems of Pakistani names.

The Netherlands-L. Brummel, Direcror of the Royal Librarv at The
Hague, as President of the Consultative Permanent dommission of Li
braries, has formed a group ro examine the questions concerning the
Conference: A. E. A. Buyn, P. J. Cools, J. R. de Fraiponr, J. Visser, G-. van
Wesemael, and L. .]. van der Wolk, with Dr. Brummel as the comes-
pondent.

Poland-TLte Work Committee on the Rules of Cataloging, organized
in June, rgbg, by the Libraries and Reading Section of the Council for
Culture and Art, has prepared a document on the problems which will be
considered by the conference, particularly those concerning the catalog-
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ing of anonymous works and the use of corporate authors. Wadyslawa
Borkowska of the Association of Polish Librarians is the Chairman of the
Committee and the correspondent.

Portugal-The correspondent is Luis Silveira, Inspector General of
Portuguese Libraries and Archives at Lisbon.

The United Kingdom-The Library Association, through its Cata-
loging Rules Committee, has formed a joint committee of interested or-
ganizations. The Chairman of the Cataloging Rules Committee is J. D.
Stewart, Editor of the British Union Catalogue of Periodicals. The par-
ticipating organizations are: Aslib, the Bodleian Library, British National
Bibliography, the British Museum, the British Standards Institution, the
Cambridge University Library, the Library Association, the London Li-
brary, the National Central Lib'rary, the National Library of Sco,tland,
the National Library of lVales, the Publishers' Association, the Society of
Indexers, and the Standing Conference of National and University Li
braries. P. M. Plumb, Librarian of the Lib'rary Association, is the Secre-
tary.

Czechoslouakia-A national committee has been formed: Kamil Groh,
National Library of the Socialist Czechoslovakian Republic in Prague;
correspondents: Jaroslav Drtina, Education and Press Institute in Prague;
Miroslav Nddvornik, Library of the University of Olomouc; M. J. Hus6r,
Office of Education and Culture at Bratislava.

Scandinauia-The Scandinavian Conference on Cataloging was held
at Goteborg from the Soth of November to the rst of December, rg5g,
where the cataloging problems mentioned in the report of the preliminary
meeting at London were discussed. The Chairman was Gcista Ottervik,
Director of the University Library of Goteborg.

Switzerland-The Work Group of Scientific Libraries of the Associa-
tion of Swiss Libraries will consider the subjects of the Conference. Willy
Vontobel, Vice-director of the Swiss National Library is the corres-
pondent .

Union of South Africa-A work committee was formed by the Coun-
cil of Administration of the South African Library Association. The cor-
respondent is Miss E. Hartmann, University of South African, Pretoria.
Members of the Commitee are: Miss Flartmann; H. J. Aschenborn,
Deputy-Director, State Library, Pretoria; P. C. Coetzee, Senior kcturer
in Librarianship, University of Pretoria; R. Musiker of the Johannesburg
Public Library; Mrs. J. C. van Rooy, Lecturer in Librarianship at the Uni-
versity of Potchefstroom; and D. A. Varley, Librarian of the South African
Public Library, Cape Town.

Uruguay-The Association of Uruguaian Librarians formed a small
committee, whose members are Olga D. D'Elia, E. Acerenza, and Nicolas
Chiacchio.

Yugoslauia-A special commission of three members, under the au-
thority of the Federation of Associations of Librarians of the Peoples Fed-
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eral Republic of Yugoslavia, was formed; Pavle Kalan of the National
Library and of the University of Ljubljana is the Chairman and the corr
respondent.

International Organizations-The International Association of Music
Libraries, The Interiational Community of Booksellers' Associations, and
The United Nations Library, New York, have shown much interest in the
Conference and are each nominating a representative to attend it.

Many countries have already organized regional meetings responding
in advance to the recommendations of IFLA at Lund and at Malmo,
August 8-r r, 196o, (attended by Mr. Chaplin). "The member associations
of IFLA which have a cornmon language or other common interests of a
regional nature are asked to consult among themselves with the end in
view of finding a common point-of-view on questions which the conference
will study."

The Organizing Committee has also made contacts with East Germany,
the Vatican, and (through Mrs. Lavrova) with the U.S.S'R., where, in
rgbg, appeared a second edition of the unified rules of cataloging o{

printed books.
France wilt go to the Conference with the works of the Commission of

the Cataloging Code and Rules already confirmed: NFZ 44o6o, October

tion of the French work in this regard will not be negligible. The French
proposals may be made with the advantage of being founded on practical
application in French libraries and in the government document section
of ttre Biblio,graphie de la France. In agreement with the French Associa-
tion of Librarians is the Commission on the Catalog Code which will
establish the French point-of-view on the questions of the Paris Confer'
ence, with the collaboration of all interested organizations. The Secretary
General of the Commission, Paule Salvan, Librarian of the Office of the

Litrraries of France, is the correspondent.
There is considerable interest evident in the whole world with regard

to the Conference; and UNESCO, which contributed to the formation of
the work group of F.I.A.B. in tg54, continues to take its part in Preparing
the Conferenci, particularly by publishing in the t/NtrSCO Bulletin for
Librarians articles on some of the subjects which will be discussed in the
course of the conference.

Librarians, through IFLA, have rightly assumed the responsibility for

cataloging problems, but it is evident that the results of the Paris Confer'

ence uie iwaited impatiently by those who are interested in international

standardization of bibliographic references, and it is necessary to stress
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the fact that this standardization is as important as, if not more impor-
tant than, cataloging standardization.

In the report of ISO/TC 46, with which two members of the Organiz-
ing Committee had been associated (Messrs. Chaplin and Poindron), a
recirmmendation bearing on the essential elements of bib'liographic ref-
erence appeared November, rg5g (carrying the date of December, 1958)
under the number ISO/R 7j. A new recommendation in which will be
combined ISO/R 77 and some complementary recommendations was
adopted at the last meeting of ISO/TC 46 at London in June, 196o; but
the terms will not be made final until after the Conference in order to
take into account its findings.

Bibliographical standardization is a necessity for all those who for
various reasons use documentation and information concerning the funda-
mental sciences or techniques, social sciences, and humanities. The rules
of bibliography might differ on a few points from rules for cataloging.
The two should, however, follow common principles.

That is to say that, in preparing an international agreement at Paris,
we should not think solely about the interests which bring about this
agreement for the libraries of the entire world, and primarily for coun-
tries that have no standardized rules, but also about the lightening of bib-
liographical work, and primarily that of national bibliography.

The benefit of an international agreement might escape certain li-
brarians who will be primarily preoccupied with efiects that such an ac-
cord could have on the rules of their country, and the consequences of
these rules as applied in their own libraries.

The adoption of new rules always attracts criticism and probably runs
contrary to old national traditions. The need for beginning new files of
cards, something which has never been liked by readers; the difficulties, if
not the impossibility oI a cornplete recasting, for lack of funds and of
personnel; these are some of the personal reasons why librarians will show
their hesitation with regard to an international agreement, at least as to
its binding force on them. Now it is evident that it is not a question at
Paris of obtaining just an agreement of experts, but also the agreement
of those who, in their respective countries, will be able to have the inter-
national principles observed by their national rules, and to have them
applied in the largest number of libraries-academic libraries as well as
public libraries, although this will not exclude for these latter certain
adaptations. The adoption of international standardization will present
inconveniences, but what is really important is to consider the advantages.
They are numerous and quite appreciable.

If we may be permitted to cite Verner W. Clapp, President of the
Council on Library Resources, "It is absurd that a major part of the cata-
loging effort of many libraries should be for the cataloging of books of
foreign origin, books which presumably have already been caatloged in
their own countries. If there were international coordination of catalog-
ing rules, research libraries everywhere might be spared much time and
expense, and errors and confusion of books could be reduced or avoided
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entirely. . . Uniformity of cataloging would also be of inestimable service
to scholars."

The conference has a limited goal, too limited one might say, but it
would be unrealistic to believe in an international accord if it contained
nothing more than a few essential principles. This means that the Con-
ference may receive communications on marginal questions, and engage
in discussions of a more general nature so as to facititate the setting up of
future studies. The important thing is to come out with a real agreement.
This would be greatly facilitated by establishing a common understand-
ing of the great cataloging codes actually in use and by a spirit of coopera-
tion within each country. An international agreement pre-supPoses agree-
ment among the libraries of a country.

A chance which will not be repeated soon is offered to librarians to
show in a realistic and practical manner their international spirit. We
hope that they will not let it pass by and that the conference at Paris
will be the crowning achievement of a half century of standardizadon
eflorts.

Comment on the Draft Code
THnolonr C. HrNns, InstructoT

Graduate School of Librar"t Seruice
Ilutgers, the State tlniuersity
New Brunswick, New lerseY

rIrHE EDITORS of LRTS have invited short notes on specific topics
I in connection with the draft code. The comments made here are

given against a background of overall admiration of the code and oI the
real genius of Semour Lubetzky, who has led us back to the clarity of
Cutter. The comments are on matters of unequal importance, but which
involve questions apparently in need of explanation or resolution.

First, Lubetzky uses the term "work" instead of "book" throughout
the draft code, beginning with the statement of objectives. Insofar as this
term makes it clear that the object cataloged according to the code may
appear in varying physical forms-as it does-this is a major steP for-
ward. The work retains its identity whether it is a book, a phonorecord,
a motion picture, or issued in microform. The distinction made between
a "work" and an "edition" is also an exremely valuable contribution.

The use of the term "work" does, however, pose a problem. The code
is to "facilitate the location . . . of a particular edition of a work" and "to
relate and display together the editions . . . of a given work." The implica-
tion is that the work is to be considered as an intellectual rather than as
a physical entity. This too is a valuable and useful concept. Shaw's Caesar
and, Cleopatra is clearly the same intellectual product as phonodisc, film,
or published in book form.
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This distinction between the physical and intellectual cannot be
pushed too far. It is clear that in this code for author and title entry
Lubetzky does not mean that we should have a single main entry for
Nine Plays of Bernard Shazo which woulcl file with editions of Caesar and
Cleopatra issued as physically separate bibliographic units.

The problem is even more evident in the case of individual poems,
which are clearly separate intellectual works. A given poem is frequently
published as a separate bibliographic unit, in book form or as a phono-
disc, etc. It may also appear in a journal, as an element in various dif-
ferent collections of poems by the same poet, or in different anthologies.
It is possible, of course, to bring rogerher rhe various editions of the work
in cases of this kind by the use of analytics. It is not possible ro do so un-
der the rules of a code for (single) author and title entry.

It is here that a qualifying phrase seems ro be needed in the draft
code. It would appear that the code tacitly accepts the long-existing
premise that the cataloger deals with phvsical bibliographic units, and
that he catalogs them as such. (There are, or course, exceptions such as
that occurring when two works are bound together.) It is true that the
physical bibliographic unit and the intellectual work often coincide-the
publisher, after all, is selling an intellectual product, not primarily a given
quantity of paper, plastic, film, or tape. Anthologies and collections, to
continue using the same examples, have their own unity as separate in-
tellectual works.

Difficulties arise when the same work appears both as a separate bib-
liographic unit and as part of another bibliographic unit, both of which
have a certain individual existence as intellectual works. Implicitly, the
draft code resolves the difficulty in the traditional and logical way: where
this conflict appears in making a main entry for a work, prefer entry for
the physical bibliographic unit. The fact that most of the bibliographic
units causing the difficulty (serials, anthologies, collections, etc.) are in
fact intellectual works in their own right means that entry in this fashion
does not violate the basic principles of the new code.

This preference for the physical bibliographic unit in cases of con-
flict should be explicitly stated in the code. The argument for inclusion
is not simply one for intellectual tidiness. It is obviously valuable to state
explicitly that all editions of Hamlet are related and displayed together
by main entry only if they were issued as separate bibliographic units.
Otherwise, the user may well expect to find Hamlet as it appears in The
Complete Worhs of Shahespeare edited by Kittredge. This might well be
the most important edition of the "work" in a small library, but the
present rules for author and title entry-quite rightfully-would not
bring this out in the catalog.

Some remarks should probably also be made on the vexed and vexing
question of conventional title. Although the term is not used by Lubetzky
in the draft code, much discussion of rules f, 8, 6r, and 6z has used this
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term to describe the devices proposed to bring together all editions of a
given work.

Nomenclature in this area is quite confused. The Code for Cataloging
Music and Phonorecords includes in its glossary the definition of con-
ventional title as given in the LC Rules: "A filing title constructed ac-
cording to fixed rules to present in systematic order . . . entries for various
forms of a musical work."

Under "Standard title" in the same glossary, the reference is "See Con-
ventional title." "Uniform title" is here defined from the A.L.A. Glossary
as: "The title by which a work which has appeared under varying titles
and in various versions is most generally known." The ALA code of 1948
says "See Uniform title" under the heading "Conventional title."

The LC Rules compound this confusion by stating the purpose of
conventional titles as follows:

(a) to identify and bring together . . . all editions and arrangements of a
composition and (b) to bring together in a systematic arrangement general
and miscellaneous collections of a composer's works.

LC is not to be blamed too harshly, however. Rule IIA of the MLA-ALA
code treats titles formed by its glossary definition of uniform title under
the heading "conventional title."

Examples of the lack of agreement on the meaning of the terms "con-
ventional title," "standard title," and "uniform title" could be greatly
multiplied. It is evident that the confusion involves distinctly different
concepts: original title, best-known title, and constructed title.

In the first two cases, the cataloger is seeking to use the original or
best-known title whether or not this appears on the work itself. This
places the work with other editions of the same work in alphabetical order
in the catalog; by title if the main entry is tirle entry, or in alphabetical
order under the name of the author if the main entry is author entry.
In the latter case, this same title may be used for added entry under title.
The term "title" in these cases retains its meaning as the "distinguishing
name" of the work.

The last case, that of the constructed title, is another kettle of fish.
The cataloger is constructing a title (which may not previously have ever
existed) according to fixed rules in order to present catalog entries in

rystematic (i.e., classed) order. Strictly speaking, this is not title entry at
all, but form or class entry. It is true that the forrrr- or class may some-
times be modified in such a way as to produce individualization of the
entry (i.e., a thematic catalog number), but this is not the "distinguishing
name" of the work. In most instances, then, this constructed title serves
only to present a classified arrangement of works by a given author under
the name of the author. It cannot be used for title entry or even added
entry under title. It even includes the idea of bringing together bib-
liographic units which ate not varying editions of the same work, as in
the case of collections of varying content which are made up of works by
a single author.
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The constructed title resembles the form heading "Laws, statutes, etc."
which. Lubetzky has discarded. In fact, the construited title does not ap.
pear in the draft code at all. It remains to be seen whether Lubetzliy
would retain it for music. The extension of constructed title from music
to include all works has, however, been advanced as a suggestion in a re-
cent issue of zRTS (caldwell, John. "convenrional ritles-:-a Suggestion."
LRTS, 4:z4g-246. Summer, r96o).

- .ot" is tempted to argue the merits of these concepts. Frowever, the
basic point to be made here is that agreement on the definition of terms
and recognition that we have been confusing two basically different ideas
are needed before we can have constructive discussion.

One final point in regard a. ,n. O-r.sed code. Rule 7zb reacls:

- A^ continuing serial whose tirle has changed may be entered (r) under
the first title with added entries under the riter tities, (2) under the larest
tit le with added entries under the earlier t it les, or (3)'under successive
titles as issued with notes to relate them.

The latter would seem ro be the most sensible alternative. The point itself,
however, is thar this is not a rule, but a listing of possibilitie's. There is
no point in producing such a list. we alr know thaf not ail ribraries will
follow every point of any code, that they will make adaptarions where
this appears necessary. M/e should not ark of a new code that it l ist all
reasonable possibilities, but rather that it give us rules of entry: the most
reasonable rlrhele possible; and it alternatives of equal value are possible,
then the rule should designate one of these alternatives. This is ?h. p.r.-
pose of a code.

The Coflection and Preservation of Local
Resources - A Plea

Henny Becn
Order Librarian

San Jose State College Librarrs
San Jose, Californi'a

/-IN.TUESDAY JUNE 22, tgbg, at the ALA Washingron Conference,
U7 the membership of the Acquisitions section of RTSD unanimously
passed a resolution recommending that the ALA propose that state and
regional library associations undertake to have libiaries in ther areas as-
sumeresponsibility for the adequate collection and preservation of locally
issued and distributed materials having research value. f'he resolution
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also recommended that the ALA state the importance of these materials.
Lest the resolution, like so many others, become just another resolution
destined for burial, the writer hopes this brief paper will save it from the

potter 's f ield and cal l  attention to i ts potential signif icance.
The resolution had its origin in October, $b7, irt the form of a sug-

gestion to the newly created ALA Acquisitions Policy and Research Com-
rnittee that the Committee concern itself with the problem of regional
resources as a possible projcct. In making the suggestion this writer wrote
in these general terms to Gordon Williams, then Committee Chairman:

I feel that quite a bit of attention has been paid to the building up of national
resources but not enough to regional library problems. A study of the need for
regional library cooperation in the field of acquisition would seem to be in order.
If we take the West Coast, for example, there is no guarantee that one copy of
every new American title finds its way into a library. There is no guarantee even,
at least not to my knowledge, that materials printed on or pertainine to the West
Coast are systematically added and preserved some place. Do we need a combi-
nation regional Farmington Plan and Midwest Inter Library Center, or is plan-
ning at a national level sufficient in this day and age?"

At its Midwinter meeting on January 27, rgb8, the majority of the

Committee members felt that the development of regional library re-

sources as opposed to national ones was a purely regional problem and

that the development of regional resources and cooperation should be

initiated at the regional level rather than at the national level. A minority
felt that the adequate collection of regional materials-books about a

given region, or printed within that region-was of national concern, and

that it was therefore suitable for the ALA to stimulate regional action in

this matter. Because of this difference in opinion, the Committee then

requested this writer to clarify the problem and to make a more precise

recommendation.

The "more precise recommendation" to the Committee was worded as

follows:

r. In view of the nonexistence at the regional and state levels of a systematic
and well planned policy of collecting and preserving library materials;

z. In view of the close connection, if not inseparability in terms of research value
between national and regional library resources; and

3. In view of the weak financial and organizational position of regional and state
library associations;

it is recommended that the American Library Association study ways and means
of achieving strong regional library resources. It is believed that the principles
of the Farmington Plan can and should be applied at home first at the local,
state and regional levels; it is also believed tJlat the collecting policies of the
Midwest Library Center can with appropriate variations be taken as an example
by other regions in their attempt to enrich their local and thereby national re-
sources. It is suggested therefore that the American Library Association:

r. Commit itself to an active policy of promoting the development and Preserva-
tion of regional library resources.
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?. Recommend that the responsibility for the development and preservation of
regional library resources be assigned to state libraries.

A. Apply to the Council on Libraly Resources for financial supporr.
4. Formulate a plan and devise a formula that would permit state libraries to

solicit funds from the American Library Association for the purpose of achiev-
ing the goals outlined above.

The Acquisitions Policy and Research Committee expressed cerrain
reseryations about the extent to which the ALA should, or would be will-
ing to become involved in regional afiairs. It thought, however, that the
national association had a legitimate concern with, and interest in, the
development of adequate library resources everywhere in the country. It
agreed that it was probably not unreasonable to suppose that many local
imprints, including newsl)apers, were not now being preserved anywhere
in the country. It would seem therefore that a recommendation from the
American Library Association that all local imprints should be preserved
in the interest of future scholarship would be in order. The responsibility
for seeing that this is done within each region, the Committee thought,
should be left to the regional associatrons.

, At the 1959 Midwinter meeting, Mr. Williams brought the problem to
the attention of the Executive Committee of the Acquisitions Section o{
the Resources and Technical Services Division. The Executive Committee
agreed to place the problem before the membership at the Washington
Conference with a recommendation that ALA petition state and local
library associations to bring this problem to their memberships in the
hope that specific libraries in each area might assume responsibility for
collecting and presewing these fugitive materials which are ofren essential
to scholarly research. As menrioned above, the membership of the Acquisi-
tions Section unanimously passed the resolution ar the r95g Washington
Conference.

"What now?" is obviously the next question. Who, if anybody, will
exhume the resolution and translate it into action? Are the state and local
library associations so much as cognizant of its existence? Will this be
just another example of a committee's constructive efiorts going to waste?
What good, indeed, are resolutions if the machinery to pur them into
efiect is nonexistent?

Library resources in a sense, be they national or regional, constitute a
form of national defense. Would we advocate that the federal government
delegate responsibility for national defense to rhe National Guard of the
various states? With whom exactly should reside the proper responsibility
for the collection of library resources? From the practical rarher than
theoretical viewpoint of actual implementation, should it be or can it be
the national organization? The state and local associations? Or by necessity
will it have to be the federal government?
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Studies and Surveys in Progress
Menreu SeNunn

Catalog Departrnent
Enoch Pratt Free LibrarY

Baltimore t, Maryland
LC Cards with Boohs

t-frHE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS is investigating the possibilities of a
I ptogram whereby libraries could obtain sets of LC catalog cards with

the books they purchase from distributors and from some publishers.
After a year of intensified efforts on the part of the Library of Congress

to obtain as many review copies of new American trade publications as
possible, the results indicate the possibility of cataloging nearly all cur-
rent American trade books in advance of their sales to libraries. Many
American pub,lishers have been supplying review copies of their new
books to LC for advance cataloging through the "All-the-Books Program."
In October, r95g,, LC entered into a cooperative arrangement with the
R. R. Bowker Company, whereby Bowker lends LC the review copies it
receives for listing in its periodicals, and receives the full cataloging infor-
mation for all new books that LC catalogs in advance of their distribution
to libraries. These two sources of review copies yield about r3,ooo titles
annually, which provides LC with almost full coverage of the entire field
of current American trade books for advance cataloging.

Current American trade books account for an estimated 8o to 85 per-
cent of the wholesale book-distributors' sales to libraries. Conferences
with some of the book-distributors have indicated a favorable attitude
toward LC's proposal, but the program is still in the exploratory stage.

Automating Research Library Actiuities

The Library of Congress, in April, received a grant of $roo,ooo from
the Council on Library Resources for a survey of the possibilities of auto-
mating the organization, storage, and retrieval of information in a large
research library. The survey team is composed of leading experts in com-
puter technology, data processing, systems analysis, and information
storage and retrieval. It is expected that the suwey will result in a state-
ment of the feasibility of mechanization of research library activities and
of requirements for such mechanization.

In announcing the grant, L. Quincy Mumford, Librarian of Congress,
pointed out that the problem of mechanization in a large research library
is complicated by the tremendous bulk of material on a universality of
subjects, by the continuous acquisition of new material on new subjects,
and by the necessity of retrieving information for an infinite diversity of
needs. Mr. Mtrmford said, "The question is whether there can be, in the
foreseeable ftilure, effective mechinization of such research libraries and
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whether the intellectual labor required to organize information for
mechanical storage and retrieval and the hardware for it is, at least in
the long run, as economical and effective as the present manual systems."

The reports of earlier studies of the possibilities of mechanization in
LC have emphasized the complex and interrelared nature of the Library's
operations, not only internally but in respect to the library economy of
the entire country. These characteristics make it necessary to proceed
cautiously lest a change that might benefit the Library of Congress have
an adverse effect on the library system of the country.

The survey is headed by Gilbert W. King, Director-of Research for the
International Business Machines C,orporation. Other members of the
team are: H. P. Edmundson, Senior Associate of the Planning Research
Corporation; Merrill M. Flood, Professor of Mathematical Biology in the
Department of Psychiatry, University of Michigan Medical School; Man-
fred Kochen, Manager of Information Retrieval, IBM; Don R. Swanson,
Manager of the Synthetic Intelligence Deparrmenr at Ramo-Wooldridge;
and Alexander Wylly, Director of Military Sysrems Research Division,
Planning Research Corporation.

Reading of Microimages

The Battelle Memorial Institute entered into a contracr, in .fanuary,
with CLR for a one-year investigation of methods to improve thireading
of microimages. The project includes the development of portable viewers
inexpensive enough to be readily available to individuals, and providing
greater convenience in use. Until there is greater availability of viewers
and increased public acceptance of this form of reading, the great po-
tential of microimage sysrems in library applications will not be realized.

Public Law 48o
"The so-called Dingell Bitl, which consritutes sub-paragraph ro4(n) of

P.L. 48o of the 83d Congress, as amended, authorized the Librarian of
Congress, 'in consultation with the National Science Foundation and
other interested agencies,' to direct a program, outside the United States,
for the acquisition, etc., of foreign books and other materials for deposit
in libraries and research centers in the United States. The Library'i ad-
visory committee on P.L. 48o, consisting of representatives of interested
agencies,' met with the Librarian and orher members of the staff on
Wednesday, January 2b, to consider the content and cost of such a pro-
gram in the light of various factors, such as the availability of U. S.-owned
foreign currencies in some areas and not in others."-LC Information
Bul le t in ,2o:69, .  January 3o,  r96r .

Automation of Library of Uniuersity of Illinois Chicago Diuision
The University of Illinois Chicago Division has received a grant from

CLR, to be supplemented by a grant from the University of Illinois Re-
search Board, for a project aimed at b,ringing university libraries into the
age of automation. Advanced dara processing techniques will be applied
to university library procedures. The project will also develop an ovEr-all
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system utilizing the latest electronic equipment, and will explore the use

of business machines in libraries.

his time and talents more fully."
The study will emphasize mechanization of cataloging Procedures,

dissemination of information to faculty and research staff, and micro-

storage of library materials.

Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieual System

Library's projected Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System
(MEDLARS).

Regional Groups
M. Rurn MecDoNer,o
Temporary Chairman

Council of Regional GrouPs

rf'tHE FIVE REGIONAL group meetings reported here reflect RTSD's

I wide interests in their names and in their program topics which range
from a report on a Latin American project through centralized catalog:
ing, subject headings, and the ever-Present assignment to get on with the
job whatever the circumstances.

The Potomac Technical Processing Librarians (the former Mary-

Ourselves Understood."
The afternoon program was a lively panel discussion on "Subject

Cataloging, Subject Indexing, and Subject Lists-Implications and Appli-
cations" planned by Eleanor Hasting with Benjamin Custer serving as
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moderator. The panel members were: Bertha Frick (H.W. Wilson Com-
pany) who discussed ttre Sears List of Subiect Headings; Richard Angell
(Library of Congress) who emphasized the significance of analyzing, or-
ganizing, evaluating, and defining subject headings and subject. references;
Frank B. Rogers (National Library of Medicine) who spoke on library
cataloging, the concept of the single most specific topic, the technique of
categorization, and the shift to mechanization where address is compressed
and subheadings are no longer relevant.

The Southeastern Regional Group of Resources and Technical Serv-
ices Librarians (formerly the Southeastern Regional Group of Catalogers)
held its biennial meeting on Octob,er 13, 196o, in Asheville, N. C., during
the Southeastern Library Association Conference.

The program included three papers. One, by M. Bernice Wiese (Direc-
tor, Library Services, Baltimore Public Schools), reported Baltimore's
experience under the title "shortening Process: Centralized Cataloging
and Processing Saves Time and Money."r Oliver T. Field (Chief, Techni
cal Services Division, Air University Libraries) presented thoughts and
comments on "The Effective Administrator."l Evelyn Day Mullen (Li-
brary Extension Specialist, Library Services Branch, U. S. Office of Educa-
tion) discussed "Some Administrative Considerations in Public Library
Regional Processing Centers."

The Resources and Technical Services Section of the Illinois Library
Association (formerly its Catalogers' Section) held a luncheon meeting in
St. Louis, on October 28, during the Joint MLA-ILA Conference. James Q.
Marvin (Director, Cedar Rapids Public Library) spoke on "Technical
Services-Target or Taurus?" 2

Barbara Olson (Instructor in Library Education, Queens College) was
the speaker at the November r8 dinner meeting of the New York T'echni-
cal Service Librarians. Her talk was entitled "A Report on a Technical
Mission in a Latin American Library."

The fifth of the meetings reported was held in Canada. On Novem-
ber rg, the Ontario Regional Group of Cataloguers held a joint dinner
meeting with the Reference Workshop. The dinner speaker was George
W. Brown who is General Editor of the Dictionary of Canadian Biog-
raphy. Dr. Brown told of plans to provide full and authentic biographies
of every noteworthy Canadian, exclusive of living persons. He estimated
that 16-18 volumes will be required to give coverage to the middle of the
rgth century, with articles ranging in length from ro,ooo words to roo-2oo
words. He told of the methods being used to determine inclusions and of
the various preliminary lists that have been cornpiled and distributed. He
reported that librarians throughout Canada have volunteered to assist
with the work and that the British Columbia Library Association has com-
pleted the invaluable "Preliminary Bibliography for the Dictionary of
Canadian Biography" which it undertook as a special project.

r. To be published in the Southearrrr:;,::;;tr.

e. To be publishcd in the lllinois Librari.es.
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CONTRACT FORM FOR MICROFORM REPRODUCTION

The RTSD Subcommittee on Micropublishing Projects has drawn up
the following contract form for the use of libraries in negotiating with
commercial publishers of microforms. The Subcommittee employed legal
aid in drafting the form and submitted it for comment to several miqo-
form publishers. The contract can, of course, be modified to suit indi-
vidual circumstances.

FORM FOR CONTRACT FOR COMMERCIAL REPRODUCTION
OF MANUSCRIPTS, PRINTED BOOKS, SERIALS

OR OTHER LIBRARY MATERIALS

AGREEMENT made this -- day of ,  r9_

by and between the hereinafter
(Name of Library)

referred to as Title Holder, and
(Name of Requesting Duplicator)

hereinafter referred to as the D,uplicator.

The Title Holder requests the Duplicator to return this form properly
executed and signed. Shipment of the items requested and listed below
will be made upon receipt of the signed contract:

The Title Holder agrees to furnish copies of each
above to the Duplicator, for reproduction by means of

(Name of Process)

The Duplicator agrees to assume all of the following conditions:

r. To assume all costs of packing, shipping and insurance;

s. To assume full responsibility for all infringements of copyrights,
Iiterary rights, or any other claims which may be made by author(s),
printer(s), publisher(s), or any other interested person(s) or corporate
entity as a resuk of the reproduction of item(s) listed above;

3. To reproduce the item(s) listed above in conformity with prevail-
ing standards and/or as may be stipulated by the American Library Asso-
ciation or a division thereof;

4. To handle the item(s) to be reproduced with the greatest care and
to assume all responsibility for damage to, or loss of, any item lent by the
Title Holder;

5. To supply the Title Holder with copies of the finished
product as reproduced from the copy or copies supplied by the Title
Holder.

of the titles listed
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This agreement shall be binding for this one transaction only.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the dulv ofappointed representative

has caused this contract
(Name of Library)

to

hasbe subscribed to. and
(Name of Requestin,g Duplicator)

caused this contract to be subscribed by its officers or its duly authorized
representative and its corporate seal to be thereto affixed, making this a
contract, legal and binding, all on the day and year first above written.

DUPLICATOR NAME OF LIBRARY

BYBY

WITNESS WI'[NESS

NOTARY PUBLIC

Studies in Library Administratiue Prob-
Iems. Eight Reports from a Seminar
in Library Administration Directed
by Keyes D. Metcalf. New Bruns-
wick, N. J., Rutgers Graduate School
of Library Service, 196o. zrop. $5.oo.

This volume represents the results
of an experimental seminar in library
administration conducted at Rutgers
with the support of a Carnegie grant.
The editor of the volume, Mr. Metcalf,
had previously carried out four experi-
mental sessions which varied in tech-
nique and content, but this one in-
volved eight members of the profession
who were already established as able
library administrators. Each of them
was asked to analyze one of the basic
problems that confront the adminis-
irator of a major research library.

REVIEWS

Specifically these problems were: se-
lective acquisition; re-location, storage
and rejection of materials; the effect of
cataloging in source on a university li-
brary; library cooperation in a metro-
politan area; library problems in a de-
centralized university; the advisability
of centralizing science libraries at a
university; space planning for a com-
plex university library; and the analy-
sis of a university library building pro-
gram. In each case the succinct report
of the analyst, refined through discus-
sion by the seminar, is preceded by an
introduction by Mr. Metcalf who places
the specific study in its general con-
text. Mr. Metcalf also provides a con-
cluding essay.

As one might expect, the conception
of such a seminar is imaginative and,
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pedagogically, extremely useful. The
interest of the reader is assured by the
fact that in every case the problem is
of major concern and has its counter-
part at many institutions, despite local
difierences. The book is not designed,
however, as a handbook for teachers of
Iibrary administration, in that Mr.
Metcalf does not abstract principles
from each study. With the pragmatism
that one would expect of him, he says,
in fact, "While there may be general
principles which should always be kept
in mind, one of the most important
lessons for an administrator to learn is
that he must reach his conclusions on
the evidence which applies to the par-
ticular situation with which he is deal-
irg."

The chief value of these several
essays is that they illustrate specific
case studies in which such close atten-
tion to the evidence and the local
situation provides the basis for deci-
sion. In no case are the problems solved
on the basis of a priori assumptions. In
general, the volume has value, chiefly,
as an example of how an advanced
course in library administration can be
made practical and fruitful even for a
group of experienced and talented li
brarians.-Frederich H. Wagman, Di-
rector Uniuersi,ty of Michigan Libraries,
Ann Arbor

The Role of Classification i,n the Mod-
ern American Library; Papers Pre-
sented at an Inst i tute Conducted by
the Uniuersit^t ol lllinois Graduate
School of Library Science, Noaem-
ber r-q, r9j9. rggp. $z.oo. (May be
purchased from Illini Union Book-
store, 7r5 S. Wright, Champaign,
I l l . )

This Allerton House trnstitute was
not the American version of the rg57
Dorking Conference on Classification
for Information Retrieval. Only in

Jesse H. Shera's paper do we find a
forward look at the potential role clas-
sification can play in the modern
American library. E{e alone seemed

Volume 5, Number j ,  Summer tg6t

willing to consider classification as
something more than a system for pre-
serving order in the library stacks. An
excessive amount of the Institute's Pa-
pers was devoted to three related
themes: the role of classification (mean-
ing notation) for shelf anangement,
the expense involved in reclassification,
and the expense and useless effort in-
volved in close classification. Six of the
ten papers presented were devoted to
these topics. Not one paper dealt ex-
tensively with the most important role
classification does and will play in the
modern library: bibliographic organi-
zation, or as David Haykin would say,
"the subject control of materials in a
library." An earlier Allerton House
(Monticello) conference attended by
not catalogers and classifiers but re-
search scholars was quite concerned
about this aspect of classification's role
in the library. Two papers read at the
rg54 conference on the problems and
prospects of the research library dealt
with this problem.

Mr. Herman H. Henkle avoided this
basic issue when he wrote in his paper
entitled, "The Classified Catalogue as
an Aid to Research:' no efiort
will be made here to indicate when
there is or is not a common ground in
problems of shelf arrangement and the
classified catalogue."

Miss Irene M. Doyle, writing on "Li
brary of Congress Classification for the
Academic Library," ends her paper by
asking the very question she sho'uld
have answered, ". . can we defend
the duplication of effort (in close classi-
fication as L. C. and full subject cata-
logues)?"

The paper on "Classification in the
Special Library" bv Isabel Howell
made entertaining listening and in-
teresting reading because of its many
literary allusions, but it offered little
more than a case history of some of the
administrative problems facing certain
special libraries in Tennessee.

Mr. Robert B. Downs considered the
major worries of a library administra-
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tor when he looks at classification. He to meet the demands of the readers
concluded that "tinkering with a classi- there.
fication arrangement creates more prob- Mr. Mortimer Taube, in hrs paper,
lems than it solves." "Classification Today-Shadow or Sub-

One "outsider," Robert G. Bartle, a stance," knocked down his straw-man,
mathematician at the University of l ibrary classif icat ion based on real
Illinois, questioned librarians' ability classes, but failed to mention or mini-
to classify books on mathematics with- mize the importance of classification
out proper knowledge. He graphically based on Boolean algebra such as
demonstrated the fact that the pres,ent Ranganathan's facet analysis. This new
edition of Dewey was 5rl years out of approach to the problem of subject
date. He offered some suggestions which control of library materials, which ap-
are very similar to S. R. Ranganathan's pears to be the soundest approach to
suggestions made several years ago. the problem of bibliographic organiza-

Dewey." etc.) seems to be interested in this role

An historical perspective to the sub- of classification, it is unfortunate that
ject of classificaliorr in the American an opportunity such as this was missed.
library is provided by Miss Thelma -Pauline Athertbn, Department of Li'
Eaton's paper. She traces the develop- brary Science, Chicago Teachers Col-
ment of classification schemes up to lege
the end of the nineteenth centurv. She
makes no attemPt to assess develop- Lib-rary of Congress' A catal-og of the

menrs since that time. No one at the Alfred Whital Stern Collection of

Institute provides such a summary. Lincolniana in the Library of Con-

one paper stands out a, un e"u-pl e gress' Washington' 196o' xi' 498p'

of what might have been the plan for This is another in the distinguished
papers describing the role of classifica- series of catalogs of special collections
tion in different types of libraries. It is in the Library of Congress; and, as

Ruth Rutzen's paper enritled "A Clas- with its predecessors, both the collec-

sification for the Reader." She describes tion itself and its catalog bring pride

an ingenious idea which can be made The collection consists of works by
to work in a public library. We des- Lincoln, books and articles about him
perately need such ingenuity in spe- and his times, broadsides, sheet music,
cial libraries and in academic libraries newspapers, autograph letters, music,
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and other materials-some ?,ooo items
in all. The "Library Resources" of the
nation have been magnificently en-
riched by Mr. Stern; it is to be hoped
that the nation itself will follow his ex-
ample and do more than simply wait
for some one else to take his place.

So much for "Library Resources."
How about "Technical Services" and
this book?

The printed catalog of a collection
of rare material lies in that no man's
land between the full dress descriptive
bibliography of rare books and the
card (or, more recently, printed) cata-
log of a library's general collection.
For such a catalog does not contain
all the books on a subject (as a printed
bibliography would try to do) but it
does contain more than are to be
found in the general library collection.
So the cataloger is a bit self-conscious
about describing his wares; he dare not
brazenly indulge in the elaborare ap-
paratus of the descriptive bibliography
(such as, for instance, Greg's bibliogra-
phy of early English drama); bur some-
how he is not quite content with rhe
finding list technique of the general
library catalog.

The present catalog is no exception.
In general, ALA-LC rules have been

followed; indeed, specific entries on
LC cards have been used whenever the
cataloger felt it possible. But, on the
whole, titles have been transcribed
rather more fully than on LC cards.
The statements of authorship in the
titles and lengthy imprints, for in-
stance, have been retained more gener-
ously than in LC practice.

On the other hand, approach to the
difierent editions and./or issues of the
same work varies. Such editions have
not b€en brought rogerher (r) "when
the various items contain additional
unrelated matter" (p. xi) as, for in-
stance, with the three entries for Carl
Shurz' essay on Lincoln, two of which
had differing additional marter pub-
lished with them; and (z) "as a rule"
in the section of "Works by Lincoln"

Vol,ume 5, Number j ,  Summer t96t

if the title in different editions has not
remained the same. "There has been
no attempt, for instance, to bring to-
gether into one place the many print-
ings of the Cooper Institute speech and
the many titles under which it ap-
peared" (p. 

"i). 
On the other hand, in

the section "Works about Lincoln, the
Civil War. etc." such editions with dif-
fering titles have been brought to-
gethef.

This is cavalier treatment for the
"literary unit" principle which has
been in every American code since
Cutter and which is embodied in the
"second objective" of Mr. Lubetzky's
current revision. That this is more
than an academic question is shown
by the scattering of the various versions
of the Cooper Institute speech. One
wonders if the cataloger's time might
not have been better employed if he
had given briefer transcription of titles
but more care to bringing together all
editions of the same work.

One would certainly not ask for any-
thing so elaborate as the terminology
proposed by Fredson Bowers, but it
would have helped to have a few basic
terms defined in the sense in which
they are used in this book. No. 8, for
instance, although called "another edi-
tion" of No. 7 would seem to differ
from that edition only in that a page
or so has been reset; and No. z8 is
called "another edition" of No. 27, but
an accompanying note refers to the
"previous issue"-i.e., No. z7? "Works
by Lincoln" apparently means only
works printed as books or articles; MSS
and Broadsides, listed separately, also
include some works by Lincoln.

Collation is uneven. No. 544 "xi p.,

3 1., IZ;B7Z p." seems necessary (al-
though the purist may question if only
page 3 of the last sequence is unnum-
bered); but No. g46 "vi p., 2 1., r r-64 p."
could surely have been simply "6+ pl'
In No. 7, why is there only one un-
numbered page between page x and a
new sequence? on the other hand,
there are allusions (No. gzz, for in-
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stance) now and then to signature
marks; while for other works (No. r8z,
for instance) there is collation by gath-
erings as well as by pagination. If the
cataloger collated all books by gather-
ings, it is unfortunate that he did not
record this information. The Library's
own Stud,ies of Descriptiae Cataloging
(1946) showed by a rather conclusive
experiment that collation is generally
more important than transcription of
title in setting apart variant editions
and issues. For such a purpose-dis-
tinguishing editions and issues-colla-
tion by gatherings is, of course, even
more helpful than pagination.

These are but minor shortcomings
in what is a truly notable addition to
the record of the nation's 1ss6u1sgs.-
PauI S. Dunkin, Professor, Graduate
School of Library Seruice, Rtr,tgers Uni-
uersity

Church, Randolph W., ed. The Manu-

f acture and Testing of Durable
Book Papers, Based on the Inuesti-
gations ol W. I. Barrow. Richmond,
Va.: The Virginia State Libtary,
196o. 64p.

This is a report of a project spon-
sored by the Virginia State Library to
investigate economically feasible meth-
ods of manufacturing durable book
papers. After testing nineteen modern
commercial book papers manufactured
from wood pulp and seven old book
papers manrrfactured from rag pulp,
specifications for durable book papers
were written. These include initial
values for folding endurance and tear-
ins resistance as well as minimum val-
ues for these characteristics after accel-
erated aging. None of the modern
book papers tested met these specifica-
tions. To determine whether paper
could be produced to meet these speci-
fications, six experimental runs were
made on a laboratory model paper
machine, followed by a commercial
run on a full size machine. The com-
mercial run met aII specifications.

The acceptable paper was made us-

ing a special alkaline size and calci
carbonate filler. Paper manufactu
in this way would probably cost
than regular book paper, but the i
crease should not be prohibitive.
actual durability of the paper ca
be determined for many years, but
author estimates that the alkali
paper will have a life expectancy
over 4oo years, while modern com-
mercial book papers can be expected
to last only 5o years. Based on th
tests, he recommends that all books
printed on this type of paper.

Although the idea of using an alka-
line filler to decrease deterioratron
been discussed for many years, this i
one of the most extensive studies that
has been made on the subject. A very
large amount of work has gone in
this project, but it is still open to crit-
icism.

The entire report is based on
theorv that the natural deterioration
of paper can be measured by the
in folding endurance and tearing re
sistance when the paper is heated
roooC., and that seventy-two hours
this artificial aging is equivalent t
twenty-five years of natural agi
Although this may be the best system
for measuring the aging characterist
of paper, the theory has never bee
tested on this type of paper and
not been fully proved on any grade.
Until the relationship can be
for a wide range of papers and for a
long period of natural aging, the r
sults must be accepted with some q
tion. The assumption that each sev
enty-two hours of artificial aqinq
equivalent to trn'enty-five years of nat
ural aging is certainly open to questi
since it is derived entirely by extra
lation. Furthermore, natural aeing
dependent upon the storage condi
tions, so no accurate prediction ca
ever be made by an accelerated test

Modifications in testing proced
make it difficult to evaluate the result
The folding endurance was meas
using o.5 Kg tension in place of th
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usual r.oKg. Although this is essential
in order to give meaning to the low
values obtained after aging, the lower
tension makes it very difficult to com-
pare the results with results from
other sources. Over golo of the tear-
ing resistance tests were made using
fewer strips than required in the
TAPPI Standard Procedure. This de-
creases the accuracy of the test. The
pH was measured by cold extraction
instead o{ the hot extraction method

by most paper mills.
Summarizing, this report is a very

aluable contribution to the study of
nence in paper, but additional
is needed before the testing the-

can be fully accepted, and many
rial runs will be needed before satis-
actory paper can be produced in the
rge quantities needed to print all

on this type of paper.-C. E.
randon, Director, Paper Technology,

rtment of Chemistrt, Miami Uni-
ty, Oxford, Ohio.

manent/Durable Book Papers;
Summary of a Conference Held in
Washington, D. C., September 16,
196o; Sponsored by the American
Library Association and the Virginia
State Library. Richmond, Va.: The
Virginia State Library, 196o. 53p.
This is a summary of a conference
d in Washington, D. C., September

6, 196o, to discuss the deterioration
modern printed materials and meth-

of overcoming this deterioration
ith special emphasis on rhe investi-

ions sponsored by rhe Virsinia
tate Library. The Conference was at-

tended by librarians, paper manufac-
turers, printers, book publishers and
others.

The librarians emphasized the im-
portance of the problem, point ing out
that in some libraries the cost of con-
servation is now half the cost of new
acquisitions. Preservation by use of
microfilm was discussed briefly, fol-
lowed by a discussion of the special
paper recommended in the Virginia
State Library publication, The Manu-

facture and Testing of Durable Book
Papers. The paper manufacturers
pointed out some of the problems that
would be encountered in manufactur-
ing this special paper, emphasizing the
fact that permanence cannot be con-
sidered alone. The infeasibility of
specifving one grade of paper for all
uses was stressed. The printers reported
that no serious difRculty was encoun-
tered in printing the paper, but some
changes had to be made in the ink.
The publishers expressed fears that the
extra cost of the paper would not per-
mit its use in all books. Selection of
the books to be printed on the higher-
priced paper presents some problems.
Following the discussion, the Confer-
ence voted to "invite the American
Library Association to establish a con-
tinuing group, constituted to represent
the various interested groups here,
which would find necessary support to
continue some discussion of this prob-
lem, looking towarcl mutual ly igree-
able solutions."-C. E. Brandon, Di-
rector, Paper T echnology, Department
of Chemistry, Miami Uniuersity, Ox-
ford. Ohio.
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EDITOR RECOMMENDS:

Trainor, Beatrice. "The Canadian Film Institute: the Cataloguing and Classifica-
tion in its Library and Information Service." Ottawa, Canadian Library Associa-

t ion, r96o. (CLA Occasional Paper no. z8) 5zp.

Detailed account (almost a Manual of procedure) of the organization of the
Library and its collections.

Tveterds. Harald L.
"The Scandia Plan; a Plan for Co-operative Acquisition of Materials" - Unesco

Bulletin lor Libraries, 14:r5g-t96. July-August r96o.

Describes the cooperative buying plan of the libraries of Denmark, Finland,
Norway and Sweden, and makes some comparisons with the better known "Farm-

ington Plan" of the U. S. and the "sondersammelge biete" of Germany.

NEW INDEXII{G SERVICE FOR SCIEI,{CE

Current Contents of Space and Physical Sciences, a comprehensive weekly
listing of the rro,ooo articles reported in the space and physical sciences each
year has been announced by the Institute for Scientific Information, publication
beginning this month.

It is planned to report comprehensively the contents of a selected list of

more than 425 Primary journals. Titles in Russian, Japanese, and other languages

are translated into English. More than golo oI the articles listed will be reported

in advance of original publication; this made possible through the receipt of ad-
vance proofs from cooperating scientific societies and publishers throughout the

world.
For furrher information and a sample copy of the publication contact the

Institute for Scientific Information, rr2p Spring Garden Street, Philadelphia 23,

Pa.
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just published-
the completely revised 3rd edition of

THE AD'NINISTRATION OT THT COIIEGT I IBRARY
bv,,GI" B. Lvlg, pirgct_o1 of ,I.ibrari,es, Emory (Jniaersity, zuitk the
cottd.boratrcn of Paul H. Birler, Marjorie Hood, and-Zrnold H.
I rotNer

The long-awaited 3rd edition of this clear, logical, and self-contained
text examines all a.spects of library administration u, tt 

"v "ppiy 
to

college libraries.-It is desig,ned to give the student ana tl" p'r"iJ"'rif""r
a clear picture of college.libr,ary w"ork i";tr 

""u".tv ""J-"r'"" 
itii"gt"r

part oI the college educational program.

437 pages . 6" x 9" o clothbound o 196l . $7

THE H. W. WILSON COMPANY
950 Universify Avenue a New york 52

Lqfin-Americon Books
Free on request

our. catalogs nos. 283 and 285 of materials newly acquired under our
Latin-American Co-operative Acquisitions projeci (LACAP).

Over 3000 titles including many new and recent imprints from
Bolivio - chile - lsuqcleT - Jr/[qai6q - peru - centrqt Americo

Later catalogs will list additional materials arriving from rhese coun-
tries and will be expanded to cover acquisitions from"

Argenlino - Colombiq - pqlqguoy - Uruguoy - Venezuelq

STECHERT-HAFI\ER, Inc.
FOUNDED IN NEW YORK T872

The World's Leading International Booftscllers

31 EAST l0rh STREET, NEW YORK 3, N. y.



Expert Sen)i,ce on

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS
lor

AI.1 ]IBRARIES
,*

Ioxon's librorions Guide
lree on request

a

For the very best subscriPtion
service at competitive Prices-
ask about our 

.fitl Foi'bidden
plan.

I

F. W. FAXoN C0., lNC.
83-91 Froncir Slr.cl Bo.lon 15, Mq3!.

Conlinuous librory Service
Since 1886

c||ATLENGER #126
PEl'INY PII.IC]|ER #132

STARTLING NEW BEAUTY WITH
t t' 

;,:?-,:,'.:A8r 
L rrY

the
ART
that
BINDS;

INFO
AININ

by ev

evtiPg,. student, every club

IO STATE STREET BOSTON,




